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To Brett,
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THE SNOW WHITE VARIETY SHOW

A riotous fairytale romp told from seven very different perspectives

By BRIAN D. TAYLOR

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Guests: # of lines

WORDY ...............................the poetic dwarf; remembers the 30 
story as a great poetic classic, 
often in verse

NERDY ...............................the realistic dwarf; recalls the 45 
story as non-fictional and factual

ROWDY ...............................the intense dwarf; loves attention, 61 
action, sports and rock ‘n’ roll

HOWDY ...............................the country dwarf; recalls the 29 
story with a Western flair

WEEPY ...............................the romantic and emotional dwarf; 48 
remembers this as an epic love 
story full of drama

CREEPY ..............................the mysterious dwarf; 42 
remembers the story as if it were 
a noir-ish detective, spy or murder 
mystery style

BOB ...................................the clownish, fun-loving dwarf; 32 
remembers the story as hilarious 
and comedic

REAL SNOW WHITE ..............shows up to tell the real happy 18 
ending

Hosts
ANNOUNCER .......................does the introductions and 23 

sometimes joins in the action 
as part of the storytelling

HEIDI PERBOLE ...................talk show host 88
APPLAUSE GUY ...................indicates when the studio n/a  

audience should applaud
Fairytale Players:
SNOW WHITE ......................fairest of them all 84
EVIL QUEEN ........................wicked in every way 58
HUNTSMAN ........................friend to Snow White 50
Others ................................played by at least three more Players, 

but really any number of extras to 
assume many smaller roles, including:
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SNOW WHITE’S MOTHER ..........................................................10
KING ...........................................................................................n/a
MAGIC MIRROR ............................................................................4
BIG BAD WOLF .............................................................................3
TROLL ............................................................................................1
WITCH............................................................................................1
OGRE .............................................................................................6
GOLDILOCKS .............................................................................n/a
THREE BEARS ...........................................................................n/a
DWARF STAND-IN.......................................................................10
IGOR ..............................................................................................7
CSI DWARF ONE/DWARF ONE ..................................................15
CSI DWARF TWO/DWARF TWO.................................................15
PRINCE ........................................................................................20
GUARDS ........................................................................................2

And characters from commercials, if used.

SETTING
Time:  Shortly after happily ever after.

Place:  The TV studio for the show Real Talk with Fairytale Legends.

Eight empty chairs are arranged on one side of the stage. This is 
where the dwarves will sit as guests on the TV show. One of the chairs 
at the end is nicer and cushier than the others. This is where the host 
will sit.

On the other side of the stage is a Playing Area where the players 
reenact scenes as the story is told by the guests. Nearby are various 
tables or trunks full of costume pieces and props the players can 
quickly grab from. Off to the other side of the studio, there should be a 
small announcer’s booth where the show’s announcer will sit.

Acting Note:  This is a play that is all about style and perspective. The fun 
of it is in the switching from one genre to the next, as well as getting to 
produce a play with multiple styles in one show. Therefore, at the outset, 
it is important to note that the PLAYERS will be reenacting the tale as it 
is told from the seven different perspectives of the DWARVES. Whenever 
a new dwarf begins to narrate, the story’s perspective changes, as do 
the PLAYERS’ interpretation and style. It may, at any time, be poetic, 
comedic, dramatic, realistic, mysterious, romantic, action-packed or more, 
depending on which dwarf is telling the tale at the time. Some specific 
style changes are noted within the stage directions, but the general rule 
of thumb is that the PLAYERS will play the scene in the style of the dwarf 
who spoke most recently, especially when the dwarves begin to chime in 
on the narration of other dwarves. All styles and interpretations should 
be highly exaggerated for full effect. Get ready for some fun!
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THE SNOW WHITE VARIETY SHOW

Scene One
AT RISE:  CHEESY TALK SHOW MUSIC plays under ANNOUNCER’S 
introduction.
ANNOUNCER:  And now it’s time for the most-watched, most-talked-

about show on the Fairytale Network… Real Talk with Fairytale 
Legends! The talk is real. The people are fictional. The stories 
are… well, that’s for you to decide. And now… welcome to the 
stage… your very own Fairytale Players! (PLAYERS ENTER the 
PLAYING AREA. APPLAUSE GUY steps out with a sign that reads, 
“Applause!”) And now, your host who needs no introduction… 
introducing, the one and only… Heidi Perbole!

HEIDI:  (ENTERS and waves to the AUDIENCE. APPLAUSE GUY holds up 
the “Applause!” sign. MUSIC OUT.) Thank you! Thank you! Aw, thank 
you so much. (APPLAUSE GUY EXITS. [NOTE:  All remaining stage 
directions requiring APPLAUSE GUY to ENTER with his “Applause!” 
sign and EXIT will simply be noted as:  APPLAUSE GUY!]) You’re in 
for an extra special treat today, as we explore the tale of Snow 
White and the Seven Dwarves. As always, our band of Fairytale 
Players… (Indicates the PLAYERS. [APPLAUSE GUY!]) …will provide 
live reenactments of today’s tale while I get the dirt directly from 
the source. Our guests today are none other than the seven 
dwarves themselves! That’s right! They are, in no particular order, 
Rowdy, Howdy, Wordy, Nerdy, Weepy, Creepy, and Bob! But I must 
warn you up front, each of these dwarves tells the story a little 
differently. One is a bit poetic, while another one is a bit country, 
another’s a bit rock ‘n’ roll… and so it goes with all the rest of 
’em! But I just know you’re gonna love ’em! So now, here to tell our 
tale, please help me welcome our first guest. This first dwarf is a 
self-professed poet and lover of literature. Please give it up for… 
Wordy! (WORDY ENTERS. [APPLAUSE GUY!]) Welcome to the show, 
and thank you for joining us.

WORDY:  No, I pray you, speak not of your thanks to me, for it is I who 
should be thanking you.

HEIDI:  So you’re a poet, are you?
WORDY:  You speak the truth. For… without poetry… (Waxes poetic.) 

…I have neither wit, nor words, nor worth,
Action, nor utterance, nor the power of speech,
To stir men’s blood.1

HEIDI:  Ohhh-kay then! So tell us. How does this story begin?

1  Julius Caesar, Act 3, Scene 2
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WORDY:  ’Twas deep upon a midwinter’s eve, when thus our story 
beganest. For the noble queen was with child… (One of the 
PLAYERS, who is costumed with a large baby bump, assumes the 
role of SNOW WHITE’S MOTHER. [NOTE:  As WORDY is the current 
narrator, the PLAYERS’ interpretation is poetic.])

SNOW WHITE’S MOTHER:  (Steps forward painfully, holding her back.) 
Oh, my gracious! What pain is this that tortures my bones? (Calls 
out.) A chair! A chair! My kingdom for a chair!2 (Another PLAYER 
quickly provides her a chair and sewing supplies. She takes a seat 
in the PLAYING AREA and sews.)

WORDY:  She took up her place at the window to sew while watching 
the softly falling snow.

SNOW WHITE’S MOTHER:  (Looks out the “window.”) Hark! How soft 
and gentle the snowflakes doth fall upon the windowsill!

ROWDY:  (ENTERS.) No! No! No! You’re telling it wrong!
HEIDI:  (Startled at ROWDY’S early entrance.) Ohhh… kay? Um… (Clearly 

having to improvise at this unexpected entrance, to AUDIENCE.) 
Ladies and gentleman, please welcome our next guest… (Looks 
at her notes.) …Rowdy! (APPLAUSE GUY!)

ROWDY:  (Loudly, to AUDIENCE.) Yeah! (Pumps fist.) Woo, woo, woo, 
woo, woo, woo, woo… (And so on.)

HEIDI:  Thank you, Rowdy. Now tell us, how is Wordy’s version of the 
story wrong?

ROWDY:  The snow, man! It was midwinter! This wasn’t some peaceful, 
sleepy snowfall. No! This was a crazy blizzard! It was epic! We’re 
talking major apocalyptic snowage! (OTHER PLAYERS ENTER as 
wind and snow, whirling around SNOW WHITE’S MOTHER in some 
crazy blizzard choreography.)

SNOW WHITE’S MOTHER:  (Mimics ROWDY’S intensity.) Whoa! Would 
you look at all that snow out there? I’ve never seen so much snow 
in, like, all of forever! It’s a total snowpocalypse!

ROWDY:  (Pleased.) Now, we’re talking!
HEIDI:  That’s pretty cool!
ROWDY:  That’s ’cause you heard it from me! Rowdy! The dwarf who 

rocks! (Pumps fist.) Woo, woo, woo, woo… (And so on.)
WORDY:  (Clears her throat.) Ahem. As I was saying, the queen sat at 

the window to sew, pondering what name should be given to her 
unborn child. The child she just knew would grow up to be the next 
queen, and the fairest beauty in all the land…

SNOW WHITE’S MOTHER:  (Poetic.) Hippolyta? Bianca? Juliet?

2  Richard III, Act 5, Scene 4… sort of.
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ROWDY:  No! No! No! She had to be thinking of better names than 
that! This girl was about to be a rock star, for crying out loud!

SNOW WHITE’S MOTHER:  (Intense.) Miley? Madonna? Beyonce? (or 
current single-name pop star)

WORDY:  But she promptly tired of thinking up such bohemian 
monikers!

SNOW WHITE’S MOTHER:  (Poetic.) Oh! What’s in a name? That which 
we call a rose by any other name would smell as sweet.3

WORDY:  As the queen thought, she looketh up from her sewing 
and out the window at the softly falling— (PLAYERS make gentle 
snowfall.)

ROWDY:  (Correcting.) Heavily falling— (PLAYERS resume blizzard 
snowfall.)

WORDY:  Snow. And as she looked away from her sewing, she pricked 
her finger upon her needle.

SNOW WHITE’S MOTHER:  (Restrained, calm pain.) Oh, my!
ROWDY:  And there was blood everywhere!
SNOW WHITE’S MOTHER:  (More intense, stands and panics.) Oh my! 

Help! Help! Someone! Anyone! Please help me!
WORDY:  No, no, no! ’Twas but a single drop of her mother’s blood that 

fell upon the snow. (All but one of the EXTRA PLAYERS EXIT. The 
remaining PLAYER lies in front of SNOW WHITE’S MOTHER.)

SNOW WHITE’S MOTHER:  (Sits, then mimes watching a drop of blood 
falling upon the PLAYER. Calmly.) Oh, my!

WORDY:  And as the queen looked upon the dark red drop of blood 
juxtaposed against the pure white snow, she at last knew what her 
unborn child’s name would be.

SNOW WHITE’S MOTHER:  (Looks up.) Snow White!
HEIDI:  (Applauds.) Lovely! Lovely! Simply lovely! (PLAYERS quickly EXIT.) 

But I’m told we may end up short on time today— (To DWARVES.) 
—sorry, no pun intended. (To AUDIENCE.) So we must be moving 
along. Joining us now is a very intellectual, matter-of-fact dwarf who 
tells it like it is. Please welcome to the stage, Nerdy! (APPLAUSE 
GUY!)

NERDY:  (ENTERS.) That’s me. Utterly and unequivocally…
ROWDY:  Bor! Ing!
NERDY:  Excuse me?
ROWDY:  Come on! Admit it! You’re the boring one! You focus on the 

actual facts too much. Every story can’t be a documentary or like 
reality TV, you know!

3  Romeo and Juliet, Act 2, Scene 2
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NERDY:  So what if I happen to prefer reality over fiction? (Indicates 
HEIDI.) It’s like she said. I just tell it like it is exactly as it happened. 
Nothing but the facts here.

ROWDY:  Whatever!
HEIDI:  And the romantic, passionate, and sometimes dramatic… 

Weepy! (APPLAUSE GUY! WEEPY ENTERS and HEIDI notices WEEPY 
looks tragically sad.) Um… Are you okay?

WEEPY:  No.
HEIDI:  I’m sorry… but… what, may I ask, is the matter?
ROWDY:  Oh, I know. She hates this part of the story!
WORDY:  For she is blessed with a heart two sizes too big!4 Weepy is 

so full of heart that she weeps at the slightest wrongs and leaps 
at the simplest joys.

HEIDI:  I see. (To WEEPY.) So tell us… Why do you hate this part of the 
story so much?

WEEPY:  (Weepy.) It’s just so sad. (Pathetically.) Snow White was finally 
born, but her mother tragically died in childbirth. (HEIDI gasps.) I 
know, right?! (Weeps. A PLAYER ENTERS and assumes the role of 
Snow White’s father, the KING. He holds a baby in a swaddle. [NOTE:  
As WEEPY is now telling the story, the PLAYERS’ reenactment takes 
the style of an emotional soap opera. Really high highs and really low 
lows.]) There was Snow White’s father. He was so happy at the birth 
of his child. (KING happily looks upon the swaddle.) And yet, at the 
same time, he was grieved beyond the worst of all griefs because 
the love of his life had died in childbirth. (SNOW WHITE’S MOTHER 
ENTERS weakly and collapses at his feet. KING pulls her into his 
arms and weeps.) There he was, torn between sheer joy… (KING 
looks at the child and smiles.) …and utter sadness (KING looks at 
the lifeless SNOW WHITE’S MOTHER in his other arm and weeps.) 
Joy… (KING looks at the child again and smiles.). Sadness… (KING 
looks at SNOW WHITE’S MOTHER again and weeps.). And Snow 
White would have to grow up without her mother, the mother she 
would have loved dearly, and did love dearly for all of her life, even 
though she never knew her. And they were both so sad! (KING 
weeps. SOUND EFFECT:  BABY CRIES.)

NERDY:  But then the king remarried. (The lifeless SNOW WHITE’S 
MOTHER suddenly stands and scowls at him with hands on hips. 
KING looks at her and shrugs as if to say, “What else am I to do?!” 
SNOW WHITE’S MOTHER then rolls her eyes, sighs heavily and 
EXITS. EVIL QUEEN ENTERS and she and the KING lock arms. QUICK 
WEDDING MARCH plays. OTHER PLAYERS toss rice at them.)

4  The Grinch Who Stole Christmas… sort of.
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WEEPY:  But he married the foulest, most awfulest, and wickedest 
woman that ever walked the earth! (EVIL QUEEN shifts her eyes 
and rubs her hands together, perhaps with an evil laugh, as if to be 
concocting evil plans. KING looks at her with restrained concern. 
OTHER PLAYERS EXIT, clearly disgusted by the EVIL QUEEN. SOUND 
EFFECT:  BABY CRIES.) And little Snow White, who’s just the fairest 
and kindest soul, would have to grow up with this vile woman as 
her stepmother. Oh! It was all just so sad! (Weeps on ROWDY’S 
shoulder, making ROWDY very uncomfortable.)

NERDY:  However… it wasn’t all that sad. (KING EXITS.)
ROWDY:  Uh-oh! Here we go!
NERDY:  (To ROWDY.) As a matter of fact, it wasn’t so sad at all.
HEIDI:  (To NERDY.) How so? What made Snow White’s upbringing less 

tragic?
WEEPY:  (Perks up, now happy.) I know! She grew up to be beautiful! 

(SNOW WHITE ENTERS, curtsies, and poses, beautifully. APPLAUSE 
GUY!)

NERDY:  That’s right.
WORDY:  (Stands to wax poetic.) She. Was. Beautiful. Ever so beautiful! 

As beautiful as a shooting star blazing bright across the midnight 
sky. As beautiful as the rainbow that beams upon the horizon after 
an afternoon rainstorm. As beautiful as the newborn sun that 
melts the cold frost on the first day of spring! As beautiful as the—

HEIDI:  Ohhh… kay! So she was beautiful. Go on. What was that like?
NERDY:  What was it like? Not much at first. It was more about what 

it became, I guess.
HEIDI:  You mean… like a rivalry was born?
NERDY:  Yes, a rivalry, exactly. Oh, what a rivalry it was, indeed!
HEIDI:  So what was that like? Can you tell us?
NERDY:  (Thinks.) Hmmm… that’s a very good question… very good… 

but if I were pressed… I guess I’d have to say… well, it was very 
much like a… (Finally finds the right analogy.) …like a beauty 
pageant! (SNOW WHITE and EVIL QUEEN perk up into the postures 
of beauty queens. OTHER PLAYERS quickly ENTER and adorn the 
two with sashes, then quickly EXIT once more. The following is 
played out like a beauty pageant.)

ANNOUNCER:  (Crosses to the Playing Area with a microphone.) And 
here they are! Your finalists for Miss Fairest of Them All… Snow 
White… (SNOW WHITE steps forward a few steps with the poise of 
a beauty queen and curtsies.) …and the diabolically evil Wicked 
Queen!

EVIL QUEEN:  (Steps forward.) And don’t you forget it.
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ANNOUNCER:  And now, in this final round, we will ask both of our 
lovely finalists the same single question, and each will have ten 
seconds to respond. Snow White… we’ll begin with you. You are 
clearly very beautiful. Beautiful beyond words, even. So fair and 
kind are you that no one else compares—

EVIL QUEEN:  Ahem!
ANNOUNCER:  Now, Snow White, your question… (Reads from his 

notes.) …if there were one thing, anything at all, that you would 
give up your own beauty for, what would that be?

SNOW WHITE:  That’s easy. If I could give up my beauty in exchange 
for anything, I would trade it for… world peace. (Smiles a beaming 
smile. [APPLAUSE GUY!])

EVIL QUEEN:  (Steps forward, pushing SNOW WHITE aside.) All right! 
She had her turn. Now, it’s my turn! What’s my question?

ANNOUNCER:  As I mentioned, I will be asking both finalists the same 
single question. So, Evil Queen… if you could give up your… 
ahem… (Hesitant.) …beauty… for one thing, anything at all, what 
would it be?

EVIL QUEEN:  My beauty?
ANNOUNCER:  Yes… if you could even call it that.
EVIL QUEEN:  What would I give it up for?
ANNOUNCER:  Yes. Anything at all. What’s more important to you than 

beauty?
EVIL QUEEN:  (Stumped.) I… I… I don’t know…
ANNOUNCER:  Five seconds.
EVIL QUEEN:  But that’s an impossible question! What’s more 

important than beauty?
ANNOUNCER:  Two seconds.
EVIL QUEEN:  I would… I would give it up for…
ANNOUNCER:  And time!
EVIL QUEEN:  (Triumphantly shouts.) Ultimate power!
ANNOUNCER:  (To QUEEN.) I’m sorry, your time has expired. (To 

AUDIENCE.) And that completes our final round! And now, while 
the judges tally our scores… (A PLAYER runs IN and whispers in 
ANNOUNCER’S ear.) …Oh! The scores have already been tallied. 
Boy, that was quick! And now to announce the winner of Miss 
Fairest of Them All, please welcome… the Magic Mirror! (A PLAYER 
ENTERS as MAGIC MIRROR, holding a mirror frame just large enough 
to surround the PLAYER’S face.) Now, without further ado… Mirror, 
Mirror, on the wall, who is the fairest of them all?

MAGIC MIRROR:  Snow White is the fairest by far! (CHEERS from ALL 
except for EVIL QUEEN.)
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SNOW WHITE:  (As PLAYERS crown her and gift her with flowers, teary-
eyed and waving.) Thank you! Thank you! Thank you, all! (Waves 
and blows kisses as she and ALL PLAYERS EXIT.)

HEIDI:  Doesn’t seem like it was much of a contest.
NERDY:  It wasn’t. But the Evil Queen was so consumed with her own 

beauty that she refused to let anyone steal her crown.
HEIDI:  So what happened next?
WEEPY:  Oh! You just have to get you-know-who out here to tell the 

next part. She tells this part of the story so well!
HEIDI:  Very well. (To AUDIENCE.) This next dwarf is a bit of a mystery. She 

chooses to remain anonymous so, at her request, we’ve concealed 
her identity. Please welcome Creepy to the stage! (APPLAUSE 
GUY! CREEPY ENTERS in a disguise, probably dark sunglasses, 
a dark trench coat, and a fedora. She looks around to survey her 
surroundings carefully, then sits.) So… we’ve just learned that Snow 
White is the fairest of them all. What happens next?

CREEPY:  Well, Heidi… that night was just like almost any other night 
when evil is afoot. What I mean to say is… (Ominously.) …it was 
a dark a stormy night. (LIGHTS on PLAYING AREA dim. SOUND 
EFFECT:  THUNDER.)

ROWDY:  (Stands.) No! No! No! That’s not enough. Weren’t you 
listening? (Intense.) It was dark! (LIGHTS on PLAYING AREA DIM 
LOWER [but not out completely].) And stormy! (SOUND EFFECT:  
LOUDER and LONGER THUNDER.)

WORDY:  (Stands and soliloquizes.)
Blow, winds, and crack your cheeks! Rage, blow!
You cataracts and hurricanes, spout
Till you have drenched our steeples, drowned the cocks!
You sulfurous and thought-executing fires,
Vaunt-couriers of oak-cleaving thunderbolts,
Singe my white head! And thou, all-shaking thunder,
Smite flat the thick rotundity o’ th’ world,
Crack nature’s molds, all germens spill at once
That make ingrateful man!5 (PLAYING AREA EFFECT:  LIGHTS FLASH 
and THUNDER RAGES.)

ROWDY:  (Impressed.) Yeah. What she said. (Sits. LIGHTS return to 
NORMAL.)

CREEPY:  As I was saying… it was a dark and stormy night. And the 
Evil Queen had murderous plans…

EVIL QUEEN:  (ENTERS the Playing Area.) How dare she?! What right 
has she to win my crown and steal my thunder? No one is fairer  

 

5  King Lear, Act 3 Scene 2
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 than I! No one! And for her trespasses upon my claim as the 
fairest in the land, that little wretch shall pay! Oh, yes. She shall 
pay dearly…

CREEPY:  And so, the evil queen hatched an evil plot, and called upon 
the skills of the most skilled assassin in all the kingdom.

EVIL QUEEN:  (Calls.) Come hither, Hunter!
HUNTSMAN:  (ENTERS, doing an awesomely skilled barrel roll, then 

coming to a full upright stop in front of the EVIL QUEEN.) Yes, my 
queen. And the name’s not Hunter. It’s… (Takes on a debonair, spy 
persona.) …Huntsman. James Huntsman.

CREEPY:  (A la Liam Neeson in Taken.) The huntsman was famous and 
feared throughout the kingdom for his very particular set of skills, 
skills he had acquired over a very long career, skills that make 
him a nightmare for enemies of the kingdom. (HUNTSMAN cracks 
his knuckles and his neck.) The queen knew that when it came to 
offing your enemies, there was no one better. So she called for 
the huntsman and welcomed him into the family… so to speak…

EVIL QUEEN:  (Rubs her chin.) I’m gonna make him an offer he can’t 
refuse.

HUNTSMAN:  What does Her Highness desire?
EVIL QUEEN:  I have need of your… services. I need you to bring me 

the heart of a foul creature.
HUNTSMAN:  That I can do. There’s neither man nor monster in the 

forest that can escape me.
EVIL QUEEN:  So I am told. Are you loyal to me, Hunstman? Will you 

bring me the creature’s heart upon my request?
HUNTSMAN:  I will. I give you my solemn vow. Name the creature, and 

I will bring you its heart, my queen.
EVIL QUEEN:  Snow White.
HUNTSMAN:  The princess?
EVIL QUEEN:  The princess.
HUNTSMAN:  But I…
EVIL QUEEN:  Do you protest?
HUNTSMAN:  No, my queen. I would never. But, the princess…
EVIL QUEEN:  Yes, the princess. You just gave me your vow, Huntsman, 

promising to bring me her heart. Now surely, Huntsman, you, of 
all my servants, are smart enough to know the consequences of 
rescinding a vow given to the queen?

HUNTSMAN:  (Hesitant.) Yes, Your Majesty. I will do as I have promised. 
(EXITS. EVIL QUEEN smiles and follows him OFF.)

HEIDI:  So the huntsman had no choice?
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NERDY:  That’s right. The queen tricked him into a vow he didn’t realize 
he was making.

WEEPY:  And one that he didn’t have the heart to carry out.
HEIDI:  Interesting. I want to hear more about that. But we must take a 

short break for a word from our sponsors. (To AUDIENCE.) When we 
come back, we’ll hear more from Wordy, Nerdy, Weepy, Creepy and 
Rowdy as we also welcome the final two dwarves to tell their side 
of the story. More to come after this brief message! (APPLAUSE 
GUY! CHEESY TALK SHOW THEME MUSIC.)

End of Scene One

—Commercial Break One—
NOTE:  Commercials are optional and the scene transitions may be 
revised to omit them for a shorter running time. However, if you wish 
to include them, you may add them in any order you like, according to 
the needs of your production. Scripts for each commercial break can 
be found in the PRODUCTION NOTES. Or, you can also add your own.

Scene Two
CHEESY TALK SHOW THEME MUSIC plays. APPLAUSE GUY! BOB has 
joined the others ONSTAGE.
HEIDI:  Welcome back to Real Talk with Fairytale Legends! (Glances 

at her notes.) Joining us now… (Flipping through her notes.) …we 
have… (She can’t find the card. Panics.) …Oh! There are so many 
of you! Which one are you again?

ROWDY:  Wait for it…!
BOB:  (Laughs.) Knock, knock.
ROWDY:  There it is! I knew it! (Indicates BOB.) This one never misses 

a chance to tell a knock-knock joke!
HEIDI:  Um… Who’s there?
BOB:  Bob.
HEIDI:  That’s it! Guess I should’ve known you weren’t Howdy.
BOB:  No, no, no! You’re supposed to say—
HEIDI:  Oh. Right. I’ve got it. (Plays along.) Bob who?
BOB:  That’s my name, don’t wear it out! (Laughs.)
HEIDI:  (Confused.) You are Bob, the goofy one, right?
BOB:  I know you are, but what am I? (Laughs.)
HEIDI:  Please… enough of this silliness. Are you or are you not Bob? 

(BOB just laughs.)
WORDY:  (Sighs.) To be or not to be…?6

6  Hamlet, Act Three, Scene One
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HEIDI:  Very well. Bob it is.
BOB:  Yeah! And Bob’s your uncle!
HEIDI:  So, Bob, the princess Snow White and the huntsman. When we 

last left our story, he was just about to kill her, wasn’t he?
BOB:  Kill her? Nah! He didn’t even know her! And what’s more, he could 

barely even get her out of the castle! Look. Here’s how it all went 
down. (Grabs ANNOUNCER’S microphone. Taps it.) Is this thing on? 
(Laughs as SNOW WHITE and HUNTSMAN ENTER the Playing Area.)

ROWDY:  Uh-oh! Here we go!
BOB:  (A la stand-up comedian.) So I just flew in from New York, you 

know… And now my arms are so tired. Anyone? Anyone? Is this 
thing on? (Taps microphone again.) Anyway, so as I’m standing there 
waiting for a cab, I see this princess talking to this huntsman. And 
he says to her…

HUNTSMAN:  Yo, darling! You wanna go for a walk with me?
SNOW WHITE:  Sure. Where we goin’?
HUNTSMAN:  Under there. (Points OFF.)
SNOW WHITE:  Where?
HUNTSMAN:  Under there.
SNOW WHITE:  What?
HUNTSMAN:  (Impatient.) Under there!
SNOW WHITE:  Under where?! (BOB laughs hysterically. OTHERS groan.)
HEIDI:  (Confused.) What? I don’t get it.
BOB:  He wanted to take her for a walk.
HEIDI:  Yes, I know that. I got that much. But where was he taking her?
BOB:  Under there.
HEIDI:  Under wh—
CREEPY:  No, no, no, no, no! (To BOB.) You got to tell it once, and that’s 

more than enough. (To HEIDI, darkly and mysteriously.) He wanted 
to take her into the dark and mysterious forest.

HUNTSMAN:  Come along! The forest awaits!
CREEPY:  But the princess remained cautious. After all, she had seen 

enough horror flicks and monster movies to know that going into 
the dark and mysterious forest was a very bad idea.

SNOW WHITE:  (To HUNSTMAN.) But I can’t. I mean I really shouldn’t. 
After all, it’s so dark and spooky and mysterious. And such awful 
things can happen there. Haven’t you seen any scary movies lately?

HUNTSMAN:  No. I’ve been too busy hunting.
SNOW WHITE:  You didn’t see The Big Bad Wolfman?
HUNTSMAN:  No.
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SNOW WHITE:  How about Once Upon a Nightmare on Elm Street?
HUNTSMAN:  No.
SNOW WHITE:  The Texas Gingerbread Massacre?
HUNTSMAN:  No.
SNOW WHITE:  Not even The Bride of Rumpelstiltskinstein?
HUNTSMAN:  (Grows impatient.) No. Look. There’s nothing to fear. I go 

into the woods all the time.
CREEPY:  Still, the huntsman wasn’t saying much to ease the 

princess’s fears.
SNOW WHITE:  But who knows what could be lurking out there? There 

could be… lions… and tigers… and… bears!
HUNTSMAN:  (Frustrated, face palm.) Oh, my!
SNOW WHITE:  I know! It’s practically full of dangerous beasts!
WEEPY:  (Dramatic and romantic.) But finally… the brave huntsman 

realized what he had to do, and he swept in and spoke to her 
genuinely, like a true hero, a man with sensitivity.

HUNTSMAN:  Look, I know you’re scared. There are many beasts out 
there and many that should be feared. But you needn’t worry. 
You’ll be with me. Anything out there, I can handle. Trust me. I’ll 
keep you safe, princess. (They EXIT.)

WEEPY:  It was just what she needed to hear to calm her fears and 
win her trust.

HEIDI:  So he convinced Snow White to go with him?
WEEPY:  Yes. He did. (Starts to lose it.) Too bad he was leading her 

to her death. Oh, it’s just so sad! (Weeps hysterically on ROWDY’S 
shoulder, making ROWDY very uncomfortable.)

HEIDI:  Oh, my! It looks like we’re going to need some time to compose 
ourselves here, so while we do that, let’s bring on our final guest. 
Joining us now is the seventh and final dwarf. Please welcome to 
the stage… the dwarf who’s more than just a bit country… Howdy! 
(APPLAUSE GUY! HOWDY ENTERS, taking her time to mosey on IN.) 
Howdy, Howdy!

HOWDY:  (Nods to HEIDI.) Howdy, ma’am. And thank you kindly. (Sits.)
HEIDI:  So… as Weepy was just telling us, the huntsman was leading 

Snow White away to her death.
HOWDY:  Now, wait just a dad-gern moment, there, Opry! You ain’t 

heard my part in this tale yet, so don’t go makin’ any agumptions 
just yet.

HEIDI:  I’m sorry, but I’m not sure what you mean by that.
HOWDY:  What I mean is… she ain’t done fer just yet. But yer right 

about one thing. That there hunter was headin’ off into the wild 
blue yonder with Miss Snow White, but it weren’t fer no death 
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sentence at all. No, it was more like two good-natured cowfolk out 
there together for a trail ride on the ol’ ponderosa. (SNOW WHITE 
and HUNTSMAN ENTER the Playing Area on stick horses. They “ride” 
for a bit, casually. TRAIL RIDE MUSIC plays.) For the first time in her 
life, Miss Snow White was out in the wild frontier and free from the 
trappins of that terr’ble stepmother o’ hers.

SNOW WHITE:  (Affecting a country drawl.) Boy howdy! I tell you what, 
Huntsman, my life ain’t ever felt so free and easy as it does right 
now!

HUNTSMAN:  (Drawls as well.) I tried tellin’ ya! There ain’t nothin’ to 
fear out in these here woods!

SNOW WHITE:  That’s not what I meant. I mean… yer right. Maybe I 
was a’scared at first, but that’s only ’cause I ain’t never been out 
here in the forest afore.

HOWDY:  And that there huntsman was just plain shocked to hear that 
she ain’t ever been in the woods a’fore.

HUNTSMAN:  Now just wait a dern moment. You mean to tell me that 
you ain’t never been in the woods?

SNOW WHITE:  Even worse. I ain’t never been outta the castle.
HUNTSMAN:  No!
SNOW WHITE:  Shore ‘nuf! Why, I’ve been cooped up in there with 

that awful stepmaw of mine ever since I can even remember! And 
now, seein’ what it’s like to be free of all that, I have half a mind 
to never go back!

HUNTSMAN:  Right. Now about that…
SNOW WHITE:  What is it? (Pause.) Well, what is it? You got somethin’ 

to say or don’t ya?
HUNTSMAN:  (Tries to find the words.) You see… I’m not s’posed to 

let you.
SNOW WHITE:  You can’t let me go back? (HUNTSMAN nods.) Well, why 

in tarnation cain’t ya?
HUNTSMAN:  It’s not that I don’t want to. It’s just that I cain’t. I’m 

under orders, you see?
SNOW WHITE:  Whose orders?
HUNTSMAN:  Why, yer dad-blamed stepmaw, o’course!
SNOW WHITE:  I see. (Pause. They ride for a while.) So yer gonna off 

me, then?
HUNTSMAN:  S’posed to.
SNOW WHITE:  S’posed to! Well, are ya or ain’t you?
HUNTSMAN:  (Calm.) S’posed to. But I ain’t gonna off ya. Nah, I just 

couldn’t. I just don’t how I’m gonna get outta this pickle.
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SNOW WHITE:  You mean you ain’t got no plan?
HUNTSMAN:  No, ma’am. And if I show up back at the castle with 

nothin’ to show fer ya, then I’m in a heap of trouble.
SNOW WHITE:  So how will they know you’ve done yer job?
HUNTSMAN:  I gotta bring yer heart to the queen.
SNOW WHITE:  My heart? Now that’s downright gruesome!
HUNTSMAN:  It is.
SNOW WHITE:  Say you brought back the heart of somethin’ else? My 

stepmaw don’t know a human heart from a monkey’s uncle! Yer a 
huntsman, aren’t ya? Go out there and hunt down any creature you 
want. Bring back that heart.

HUNTSMAN:  (Relieved.) By golly, that’s perfect! Why didn’t I think of 
that? I can just go out there and fell a great beast and tell the 
queen it was you. (Realizes what that means and changes his 
tune.) But what about you? You can’t come back with me. What 
will you do out here all on yer own?

SNOW WHITE:  Well, I s’pose I’ll make it some way or ’nother.
HUNTSMAN:  No, ma’am. I can’t jus’ leave you out here to fend fer 

yourself. Wouldn’t be right.
SNOW WHITE:  No. You go on. Don’t you worry ’bout me. You got me 

this far. I can take care of myself.
HUNTSMAN:  No. I insist. I ain’t leavin’ you here alone, princess.
HEIDI:  (To HOWDY.) Sounds like they didn’t have a choice.
HOWDY:  Oh, they were in a fix. That’s fer sure. But they weren’t outta 

options just yet. Just ’cause Snow White was the fairest of them 
all don’t mean she was just some pretty thing. No, she had more 
mettle in her than ya might realize.

SNOW WHITE:  Look, you’ve got to head back without me. Don’t ya 
worry. I can handle it. You just give me some pointers about how to 
face this wild yonder on my own, and I know can handle whatever 
comes my way. You can count on that.

HUNTSMAN:  You for certain about it?
SNOW WHITE:  I can guaran-doggone-tee it.
HOWDY:  And so, the Huntsman shared all his knowledge of that there 

forest and all the trials and tribulations the princess might have 
to face in it.

CREEPY:  (Ominous.) He told her about all the terrible beasts that lurk 
in the forest. (EXTRA PLAYERS ENTER as BIG BAD WOLF, TROLL, 
and WITCH, and surround SNOW WHITE and HUNTSMAN.) The big 
bad wolves…

BIG BAD WOLF:  Rarrr!
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CREEPY:  …the terrible trolls…
TROLL:  Urrggh!
CREEPY:  …and the wicked witches.
WITCH:  Hee, hee, hee, hee, hee! (Through all of this, SNOW WHITE is 

unfazed. EXTRA PLAYERS EXIT.)
ROWDY:  (Excited.) He gave her his bow and showed her how to shoot 

it. (SNOW WHITE and HUNTSMAN practice with a bow.) And he gave 
her his hunting knife and showed her how to use it. (SNOW WHITE 
and HUNTSMAN practice with the knife.)

NERDY:  (Matter-of-fact.) And he gathered some logs and showed her 
how to make a fire. (HUNTSMAN shows SNOW WHITE how to rub 
sticks together to make fire.)

WEEPY:  (Swoons.) And he showed her how to be brave and fearless 
in the face of the unknown! (BIG BAD WOLF RE-ENTERS, huffing 
and puffing menacingly. HUNTSMAN encourages SNOW WHITE to 
be brave. She huffs and puffs right back at the wolf and stands her 
ground. BIG BAD WOLF EXITS, defeated.)

BOB:  And he taught her how to tell a killer knock-knock joke to free 
herself from danger!

HUNTSMAN:  (To SNOW WHITE.) Knock, knock.
SNOW WHITE:  Who’s there?
HUNTSMAN:  Quick.
SNOW WHITE:  Quick who?
HUNTSMAN:  (Points.) Quick! Look over there! (SNOW WHITE looks. 

HUNTSMAN runs OFF. SNOW WHITE looks back. He’s gone. She 
sighs knowingly. “You got me!” HUNTSMAN RE-ENTERS, smiling.)

WORDY:  And thus, having taught Snow White all that he could, the 
huntsman and the princess parted ways.

SNOW WHITE:  Thank you, good sir. And goodbye.
HUNTSMAN:  Goodbye, my princess. (EXITS.)
SNOW WHITE:  (Sighs.) Parting is such sweet sorrow.7

HEIDI:  (Applauds.) Bravo! Bravo! Give it up for our Fairytale Players 
everyone. (APPLAUSE GUY! as SNOW WHITE bows and EXITS.) It’s 
time for another break. But when we come back, Snow White will 
be on her own in the dark and mysterious forest. Will she make 
it out alive or will the treacherous beasts find her first? Find out 
after these short messages! (APPLAUSE GUY! CHEESY TALK SHOW 
THEME MUSIC.)

End of Scene Two

—Commercial Break Two—

7  Romeo and Juliet, Act 2, Scene 2
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Scene Three
CHEESY TALK SHOW THEME MUSIC PLAYS. APPLAUSE GUY!
HEIDI:  Welcome back! Now, when we last left our tale, the huntsman 

returned to the castle, leaving Snow White all alone. (SNOW WHITE 
ENTERS the Playing Area, looking nervous.) Is that right?

CREEPY:  Yes. She was all on her own with no one to protect her in 
this dark and mysterious forest. (SOUND EFFECT:  SCARY FOREST 
sounds. SNOW WHITE looks around, nervously.)

ROWDY:  But wait! You’re forgetting my favorite part of the story! One 
of the most awesomest parts of our tale! The huntsman’s part. 
(HUNTSMAN leaps IN, heroically. SNOW WHITE pouts and EXITS.)

WEEPY:  The part when he is all heroic!
ROWDY:  He went full on warrior-action-hero mode.
NERDY:  You see, Heidi. The huntsman had to slay a great beast 

and take its heart to the evil queen. So he searched far and 
wide, until he came upon a great stag. (A PLAYER ENTERS and 
prances around with hands on his head like the antlers of a stag [or 
with prop antlers]. [NOTE:  The same PLAYER appears throughout 
the following sequence, assuming all versions of the great beast, 
including the OGRE.])

ROWDY:  No! It wasn’t a stag. (PLAYER EXITS.)
NERDY:  How would you know?
ROWDY:  That the huntsman went off into the wild to slay a great 

beast, not some old stag.
NERDY:  But it could have been any beast.
ROWDY:  Blah, blah, blah! It wasn’t just any old beast. It was a great 

beast. That’s the way I heard it. Right from Snow White’s lips.
CREEPY:  Rowdy is right. It was a great beast. So there the huntsman 

was… all alone in the dark and mysterious forest… when along 
came… (HUNTSMAN readies himself.) …a boogeyman! (PLAYER 
ENTERS as a Boogeyman, roaring spookily.) It was like a nightmare! 
(PLAYER roars and stomps.)

ROWDY:  No! It wasn’t a boogeyman, either! I’m telling you, the 
huntsman went out to slay a great beast!

HOWDY:  You mean like a screamin’ banshee? (PLAYER screams.)
ROWDY:  No. That’s too annoying.
WORDY:  Mayhaps it was some mythical creature like a Cyclops from 

the ancient stories of yore. (PLAYER pulls out a giant eyeball and 
sticks it to his forehead and stomps about blindly.)

ROWDY:  No! That’s too poetic.
WORDY:  Well, it was epic. I thought that you of all the dwarves might 

be into epic poetry.
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ROWDY:  I like epic. But not poetry. And it wasn’t a Cyclops.
BOB:  I know! It was a giant T-Rex! (PLAYER chomps and stomps like 

a T-Rex.) A T-Rex with tiny arms. (PLAYER angrily swipes at the air 
with tiny arms.) A T-Rex with tiny arms that was angry because it 
couldn’t scratch the itch on its chin. (PLAYER tries to scratch chin 
with tiny T-Rex arms, but cannot.)

ROWDY:  No. That’s too silly. (PLAYER sighs and runs OFF.)
HEIDI:  What was it then?
ROWDY:  The great beast was… none other than… the great and 

powerful… (HUNTSMAN readies himself again.)
HOWDY:  Sasquatch! (PLAYER RE-ENTERS, lumbering about, like in the 

infamous Bigfoot video. [If a fuzzy hoodie can be used here, all the 
better.])

CREEPY:  (Excited.) Ooh! Sasquatch! Now, there’s a mysterious 
monster story I could get behind!

ROWDY:  No! It wasn’t Sasquatch either! (PLAYER EXITS.)
CREEPY:  The Jersey Devil?
ROWDY:  No!
CREEPY:  El Chupacabra?
ROWDY:  No.
CREEPY:  Nessie?
ROWDY:  No! Nessie? Really? Get with the program, people! This is 

a fairy tale, after all! No. The great beast was much worse than 
Nessie, T-Rex, El Chupacabra, Sasquatch… all of those combined! 
This was none other than… the great and legendary swamp ogre! 
(DWARVES ooh and ahh. PLAYER ENTERS now assuming the role of 
the big, tough, snotty OGRE.)

HEIDI:  Okay. So what happened next?
ROWDY:  Naturally, the brave and strong huntsman, being brave and… 

strong and… AWESOME! …challenged the great beast.
NERDY:  Many experts agree, Heidi, that this was the fight of the 

century! (ANNOUNCER steps into the Playing Area. HUNTSMAN and 
OGRE take opposite sides of the Playing Area and dance around like 
boxers ready to fight.)

ANNOUNCER:  And in this corner, the featherweight champion of the 
world… Huntsman! (APPLAUSE GUY! Cheers.) And in this corner, 
his opponent, the monsterweight champion of the world… the 
ferocious swamp ogre! (APPLAUSE GUY! Cheers.) Ladies and 
gentlemen… let’s get ready to rumble! (ANNOUNCER steps out of 
the Playing Area. HUNTSMAN and OGRE step toward one another 
to face off.)
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ROWDY:  And they fought for what seemed like days! This was a battle 
for the ages! This was Tyson vs. Holyfield. This was Patton vs. 
Rommel. This was Yankees vs. Red Sox. This was… (What follows 
is a wild and silly fight sequence. DWARVES take turns by yelling out, 
in their unique perspective, what they think it must have been like 
while HUNTSMAN and OGRE quickly assume the changing roles, 
grabbing hats and props from the trunk as needed.)

CREEPY:  Sherlock vs. Moriarty!
HUNTSMAN:  (As Sherlock.) So we meet at last, professor.
OGRE:  (As Moriarty.) So it would seem. What happens next?
HUNTSMAN:  (As Sherlock.) Elementary! The next thing to happen will 

be me taking you to the queen.
HOWDY:  The Hatfields vs. the McCoys!
HUNTSMAN:  (As Hatfield.) Get off my land, you rat scoundrel!
OGRE:  (As McCoy.) This were my land afore it were ever yers, you 

yeller-bellied coward!
NERDY:  Grant vs. Robert E. Lee!
HUNTSMAN:  (As Grant.) I propose to fight it out on this line, if it takes 

all summer.
OGRE:  (As Lee.) Rebel yell! (Screams like a madman.)
WORDY:  Macbeth vs Macduff! (HUNTSMAN and OGRE assume the 

roles of Macbeth and Macduff. Swords are thrown on to them and 
they trade Shakespearean insults while sword fighting. Though many 
of the following lines are borrowed from a handful of Shakespeare’s 
plays, the heavy Scottish accents of Macbeth and Macduff are 
recommended throughout. If they can quickly put on kilts for this, 
all the funnier.)

HUNTSMAN:  (As Macbeth.) Teeth hadst thou in thy head when thou 
wast born, to signify thou camest to bite the world!8

OGRE:  (As Macduff.) Aye, but thy food is such that hath been belched 
upon by infected lungs!9

HUNTSMAN:  (As Macbeth.) You juggler! You cankerblossom!10

OGRE:  (As Macduff.) Away, you moldy rogue! Away!11

HUNTSMAN:  (As Macbeth. Laughs. To AUDIENCE.) I shall laugh myself 
to death at this puppy-headed monster!12

OGRE:  (As Macduff.) Then yield thee, coward!

8  Henry VI, Act 5, Scene 6
9  Pericles, Act 4, Scene 6
10  A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Act 3, Scene 2
11  Henry IV, Act 2, Scene 4
12  The Tempest, Act 2, Scene 2
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HUNTSMAN:  (As Macbeth.) I will not yield! Lay on, Macduff!13

BOB:  Punch vs. Judy! (HUNTSMAN and OGRE assume the roles of 
PUNCH and JUDY. They toss their swords aside and rubber or foam 
bats are thrown on for them. They whack each other mercilessly.)

ROWDY:  We’re talking the most epic matchup of all time! (HUNTSMAN 
and OGRE fight and struggle much like professional wrestlers.) 
Finally, the huntsman gained the upper hand, taking control of the 
ogre with a dreaded half nelson! (OGRE groans.) And then, knowing 
he couldn’t let up against such a great opponent, the huntsman 
pulled out all the stops, turning his half nelson into a full-on full 
nelson on that big bad ogre!

HEIDI:  Then what happened?
ROWDY:  (Getting a bit too aggressive.) Well, the huntsman, having 

gained an advantage, did what huntsmen do best. He took that 
ogre by the—

WEEPY:  Oh, no! No, no, no. Not in front of the kids. (Indicates the 
AUDIENCE.)

ROWDY:  Oh. Right.
NERDY:  Let’s just say he fulfilled his pact with the queen and leave it 

at that. (PLAYERS EXIT.)
HEIDI:  Very well. (To AUDIENCE.) Stay tuned. When we come back, 

Snow White meets the seven dwarves. In the meantime, here’s 
another word from our sponsors. (APPLAUSE GUY! CHEESY TALK 
SHOW THEME MUSIC.)

End of Scene Three

—Commercial Break Three—

Scene Four
CHEESY TALK SHOW THEME MUSIC PLAYS. APPLAUSE GUY! In the 
Playing Area, a table with bench has been set up.
HEIDI:  And we’re back! (To DWARVES.) So, Snow White. She’s been 

alone in the woods all this time.
CREEPY:  The dark and mysterious woods.
HEIDI:  Right. The dark and mysterious woods. So how did you all end 

up meeting her?
NERDY:  Well, it was simple really. As she wandered through the 

woods—
CREEPY:  The dark and mysterious woods.
NERDY:  Right. As she wandered through the dark and mysterious 

woods…eventually, she came upon our cottage.

13  Macbeth, Act 5, Scene 8
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HEIDI:  And what? That’s how you met?
NERDY:  No. Not exactly. We weren’t home at the time. So she, thinking 

the cottage was abandoned, let herself in.
HEIDI:  Oh! Yes! I think I’ve heard this one before. Now, stop me if I’m 

wrong, but I’m certain this is how I heard it told. (PLAYER ENTERS 
as GOLDILOCKS. [NOTE:  This could just be SNOW WHITE now in a 
blonde wig.] She quickly goes through the motions as HEIDI narrates 
the story.) She broke into your house, ate all of your food, broke all 
of your chairs and slept in all your beds. Then, she awoke to find 
three angry bears standing over her! ([NOTE:  You can add in quick 
lines such as “Oh, my! This is hot!” or “cold” or “just right” or ad-lib 
for GOLDILOCKS if desired, just keep it quick and moving along.] 
THREE OTHER PLAYERS ENTER as ferocious, angry bears. BEARS 
roar.) And then the bears chased her away.

WORDY:  (Laughs.) Now, that would’ve been classic! Exit, pursued by a 
bear!14 Ha! (Laughs as BEARS chase GOLDILOCKS OFF.)

NERDY:  No! Stop! That wasn’t how it happened. You’re thinking of that 
other story. That’s the one with the little blonde girl!

HEIDI:  Oh. Ohh-kay, then. Maybe I’m wrong, but you’ve got to admit 
they’re eerily similar.

NERDY:  True, true. But Snow White didn’t destroy our home like that 
other girl destroyed the home of the bears. (SNOW WHITE ENTERS, 
wearing a hardhat and goggles and begins to tidy and restore the 
cottage.) No, she didn’t destroy it. Instead, she took our little 
fixer-upper of a cottage and turned it into a modern and classy 
showcase piece.

ANNOUNCER:  (Steps into the Playing Area.) Today on This Old Cottage, 
we document the restoration of a 14th-century German cottage. 
The cottage was found abandoned and extremely disheveled. 
(Goes to SNOW WHITE.) Snow White, can you tell us what kind of 
problems you found when you moved in here?

SNOW WHITE:  It’s a wreck! The roof is leaking something awful, 
so we’re going to have to replace it completely. The plumbing is 
nowhere near code, so we have to strip that out and start all over 
again. Besides that, loads of cosmetic issues, like the outdated 
flooring, rotten paint on the walls and the extremely unflattering 
décor. But don’t you worry, we’ll have her fixed up in no time.

ANNOUNCER:  We know you will! And what kinds of improvements do 
you have in mind on top of all that?

SNOW WHITE:  We’ve got to restore all the countertops—I’m thinking 
marble, maybe granite—then we’ll upgrade the lighting to 

 

14  Winter’s Tale, Act Three, Scene Three
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 something more timely and classical. If there’s time, we’ll tackle 
the landscaping, too.

ANNOUNCER:  Okay, Snow White, I’ll let you get back to sprucing 
up the place. In the meantime, back to you, Heidi. (Returns to 
announcer’s station.)

HEIDI:  Okay, thank you. It seems we’re getting off track a bit here. Now, 
you were getting us to the part where you all meet the princess. 
Which one of you can tell me about that?

CREEPY:  Well, Heidi, it went a little something like this. (Continues 
the story in a noir detective style.) Snow White had been there 
for what seemed like days, tidying and cleaning, cleaning and 
tidying… It was only a few hours, of course, but who’s counting? 
(NERDY raises his hand.) When in walks the shortest pair of legs 
she’d ever laid eyes on. (PLAYER ENTERS as CREEPY’S STAND-IN, 
dressed incognito with fedora and sunglasses.) It was a dwarf, of 
course. And one of the most mysterious dwarfs you’ll ever meet.

ROWDY:  (Points to CREEPY.) It was her! It was her!
CREEPY:  (To ROWDY.) Yeah. It was me. What’s it to ya? And stop being 

so conspicuous! You might blow my cover. (Continues.) Seeing 
as she’d just broken into the joint, Snow White did what came 
naturally. She hid. (SNOW WHITE ducks under the table.) I had the 
feeling I was being watched, so I cased the joint a bit. (DWARF 
STAND-IN snoops around. As the STAND-IN goes to one side of the 
table, SNOW WHITE crawls to the other side. STAND-IN goes to the 
other side of the table and SNOW WHITE again crawls to the other 
side.) Just as I was about to give up my search, Snow White came 
out of hiding.

SNOW WHITE:  (Crawls out from the table and stands.) Hello.
DWARF STAND-IN:  Whoa! Where’d you come from?
SNOW WHITE:  I was hiding under the table.
DWARF STAND-IN:  Who are you?
SNOW WHITE:  Who are you?
DWARF STAND-IN:  I asked you first.
SNOW WHITE:  But I’m your guest.
DWARF STAND-IN:  But I live here.
SNOW WHITE:  But I’m your princess.
DWARF STAND-IN:  Princess, guest, it doesn’t matter who you are. I 

don’t give my name to just anyone, especially not to strangers. 
You go first.

SNOW WHITE:  No, you go. I insist. After all, it’s the courteous thing 
to do.
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CREEPY:  In other words, we were getting nowhere. That’s when there 
was a knock at the door.

BOB:  (Jumps into the Playing Area as himself and knocks.) Knock, 
knock!

CREEPY:  (Still in noir form.) Startled by the unexpected interruption of 
my interrogation, I turned and intervened.

DWARF STAND-IN:  Who’s there?
BOB:  Annie!
CREEPY:  I recognized the voice at once. Sensing this someone at the 

door was attempting to crack a joke, I played along.
DWARF STAND-IN:  Annie who?
BOB:  Annie one at home? (Laughs hysterically. PLAYER standing in for 

CREEPY stares out, deadpan, to the AUDIENCE.)
CREEPY:  But I wasn’t born yesterday. I was pretty certain it was just 

Bob fooling around again, and I refused to play the fool. Naturally, 
I kept my cool and went with the drill.

DWARF STAND-IN:  State your business.
BOB:  We’re here to see a guy about a horse. (Laughs.)
CREEPY:  I knew it was a joke. But I was all business.
DWARF STAND-IN:  All right, then. What’s the password?
BOB:  One, two, three, four.
CREEPY:  It was the easiest password in the book. In fact, it was too 

easy. It was so easy that I never thought anyone, ever, would have 
actually used it.

DWARF STAND-IN:  All right. Come on in!
NERDY:  But, of course, it wasn’t just Bob who was there at the door. 

It was all of us there.
ROWDY:  We all came in!
WEEPY:  (Joyous.) And that’s when we all finally met the princess! 

(SNOW WHITE and DWARF STAND-IN PLAYER quietly EXIT as OTHER 
PLAYERS quietly strike all items in the Playing Area, except for the 
table. BOB returns to his seat.)

HEIDI:  And what was your reaction to finding the princess there, after 
she had barged into your house and made herself at home?

ROWDY:  I thought it was awesome!
WEEPY:  Like a dream come true!
BOB:  I thought it was a bit of a joke, personally.
WORDY:  No, it was more like… fate… or destiny. It was… kismet, you 

might say.
CREEPY:  It was still a bit suspicious if you ask me.
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HOWDY:  Nah! It weren’t anything more than a young gal just looking 
for a place to stay is all it was!

HEIDI:  (To NERDY.) And what about you?
NERDY:  I’d say the same thing. It was all those things. That’s exactly 

how it was, in my opinion.
HEIDI:  Very interesting. Okay, so go on. What happened next?
NERDY:  Well, while we were getting to know the princess, meanwhile 

the Evil Queen was back at her castle. (EVIL QUEEN ENTERS 
Playing Area.)

BOB:  And she knew that the huntsman had pulled a fast one on her!
WORDY:  The evil queen—all along—had believed the huntsman’s 

story to be true. But it was only whence she beckoned her magic 
mirror…

EVIL QUEEN:  Come hither, mirror!
WORDY:  …and whence it came to her… (MAGIC MIRROR ENTERS.) 

…it was then that she realized the huntsman hadn’t been entirely 
truthful with her. Thus whence the encounter. Ahem. I mean, thus 
went the encounter…

EVIL QUEEN:  What say, mirror?
MAGIC MIRROR:  What say you, my queen?
EVIL QUEEN:  Tell me I am beautiful, Mirror.
MAGIC MIRROR:  You are fair, My Queen.
WORDY:  But that was not enough to quell the queen’s vanity. Thus, 

the queen quickly recited.
EVIL QUEEN:  Mirror, Mirror, on the wall, who’s the fairest of them all?
MAGIC MIRROR:  As it was when you last asketh me, and as it shall 

be until her untimely end, the princess Snow White is undoubtedly 
and unquestionably the fairest of them all, my queen. (EXITS.)

CREEPY:  And from that moment on, the Evil Queen vowed to end 
Snow White’s life. And she knew that if this most evil deed were to 
be done, it would have to be by her own evil hands.

HEIDI:  And what was her plan?
NERDY:  Simple! She’d just give her a poisoned apple, of course.
HEIDI:  A poisoned apple? And just how does one make a poisoned 

apple?
NERDY:  I’m glad you asked. (An apron is thrown ON to EVIL QUEEN 

and she quickly puts it on.) It’s really a very simple recipe! And 
especially so in the hands of a capable chef.

EVIL QUEEN:  (Stands behind the table and continues in the style of a 
cooking show.) Good evening, my pretties! And welcome to Wicked 
Stepmother’s Kitchen! Today, we’ll be stirring up the handiest little 
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gem for knocking off your archenemy. It’s an entrée I like to call 
The Apple of My… DIE! Mwa-ha-ha-ha! Now, for today’s recipe, 
we start with your everyday, run-of-the-mill apple, and when we’re 
done with it, it will be the most deadly apple you’ve ever known. 
But before we begin, let me welcome my slovenly assistant, Igor! 
(APPLAUSE GUY! as a PLAYER ENTERS as IGOR, a servant dressed 
in rags, who walks by dragging along a bum leg and who talks only 
by mumbling and grumbling a lot.) Thank you for joining us, Igor.

IGOR:  (Grumbles.) Mmm…hmmm… ugh!
EVIL QUEEN:  Now. First, we need our main ingredient. Igor, do you 

have the apple?
IGOR:  (Pulls out an apple, muttering.) Mmm… nnnn… hhhh!
EVIL QUEEN:  Lovely! And did you bring the poison?
IGOR:  (Pulls out a vial, muttering.) Mmm… nnnn… hhhh!
EVIL QUEEN:  Now, this is truly the simplest recipe of them all! All 

it takes is a little inspiration, ingenuity, and the tiniest dash of 
revenge, and you have for yourself the deadliest fruit you’d ever 
imagine! (Smiles.) Now, as I said, you must start with your everyday, 
run-of-the-mill apple. But! There’s a tiny skosh of prep work that 
needs to be done beforehand. And here’s the secret to the magic. 
You see, the apple we’ll be using for this recipe must be completely 
dehydrated beforehand. After all, if we want our little apple to be 
able to soak up every last ounce of liquid-death, we first need it to 
be completely void of all moisture. For this step, please help me 
welcome our special guest, the big bad wolf! (APPLAUSE GUY! as a 
PLAYER ENTERS as BIG BAD WOLF.) Welcome, Wolfy!

BIG BAD WOLF:  My pleasure, Your Wickedness.
EVIL QUEEN:  Now, as I was saying, we need this apple to be 

completely dehydrated. Wolfy, do your thing! (BIG BAD WOLF huffs 
and puffs and blows on the apple.) And just like that we have the 
least juiciest apple you ever did see! Thank you, Wolfy! (BIG BAD 
WOLF bows and EXITS.) Now, to make this recipe work, you’ll need 
the proper tools. Igor?

IGOR:  (Mutters and hands her a cauldron and an oar.) Mmm…rrrrgh… 
mmm!

EVIL QUEEN:  (Places the cauldron on the table and plops the apple in.) 
As well as the proper ingredients.

IGOR:  (Mutters and hands her a large jug marked poison.) Mmm…
rrrrgh… mmm!

EVIL QUEEN:  Thank you, Igor! Now, all it takes is a tiny bit of poison! 
Bottoms up! (Smiles and pours the entire jug into the cauldron.) A 
dash of salt… (IGOR hands her a salt shaker, which she dashes 
in.) …mix gently… (Puts the oar in and mixes the concoction 
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methodically.) And now we wait for six short hours while our thirsty 
little apple does its magic. (Waits and looks at her watch. IGOR 
fiddles with this and that, twiddles his fingers, etc. After just the right 
amount of awkward time… SOUND EFFECT:  KITCHEN TIMER DING.) 
And, voila! (Pulls out the apple and holds it up.) A poisoned apple 
that’s certain to knock ’em dead at your next gathering! Care for 
a taste, Igor?

IGOR:  (Mutters, gags, and spits in disgust.) Ugh… errrg… Ugh! Pfft! 
(Falls over.)

EVIL QUEEN:  Join us next time, when we uncover the lost art of freshly 
baked gingerbread and the enticing effects it has on innocent 
little children who are lost in the woods! Until next time, I’m evil 
stepmother…

IGOR:  (Pops up again. Mutters.) Ernn… Iiirm… Eeegurrr…
EVIL QUEEN:  Saying, “Good food means good riddance!” Goodbye 

until next time on Wicked Stepmother’s Kitchen! (IGOR waves 
enthusiastically.)

HEIDI:  Ooh! Juicy! I love it! (EVIL QUEEN and IGOR make their way 
OFF, IGOR slowly dragging that bum leg.) And, as they always say in 
stories like this… the storyline has just become denser!

CREEPY:  Ahem. I think what you mean to say is… the plot thickens.
HEIDI:  Whatever. Stay tuned! When we come back, the Evil Queen 

pays Snow White a visit with the poisoned apple.
CREEPY:  Will she eat it?
ROWDY:  Or will she give the queen the karate chop smash she 

deserves?!
WEEPY:  I’m sure what everyone is wondering is how will the princess 

ever survive and live happily ever after?
HOWDY:  Will she ride off into the sunset?
WORDY:  Or will the fates align against her?
NERDY:  Will her story be believable?
BOB:  Or, better yet, hysterical?
HEIDI:  All this and more, when we come back! (APPLAUSE GUY! 

CHEESY TALK SHOW THEME MUSIC.)
End of Scene Four

—Commercial Break Four—

Scene Five
CHEESY TALK SHOW THEME MUSIC PLAYS. APPLAUSE GUY! A bed has 
been added to the Playing Area.
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HEIDI:  Welcome back as we near the exciting conclusion of our tale. 
So, for those of you just tuning in… the wicked queen had just 
made the poisoned apple.

CREEPY:  That’s right. Now she needed a disguise. Otherwise, Snow 
White would have recognized her immediately.

BOB:  And since she was selling fruit, what better disguise than that of 
the famous Carmen Miranda. (EVIL QUEEN ENTERS wearing a fruit 
hat and a colorful scarf and poses.)

WORDY:  Alas! No! Her masquerade was more convincing and classical. 
(EVIL QUEEN trades her fruit hat and scarf with a towering white wig 
and a bejeweled masquerade mask, poses.)

HOWDY:  That ain’t no mask! This is the mask she would’ve worn! 
(EVIL QUEEN swaps for a Zorro mask, poses.)

WEEPY:  Oh, no. Her mask would’ve been more romantic, for sure! 
(EVIL QUEEN swaps masks again, this time for a Phantom of the 
Opera mask.)

EVIL QUEEN:  (Sings.) Help me make the music of the night… (Poses. 
WEEPY sighs dramatically.)

NERDY:  That’s ridiculous! You can’t be serious.
CREEPY:  Seriously. Anyone would see right through any of those 

disguises. What the evil queen needed was something simple and 
unflattering, a disguise that wouldn’t draw attention. Something 
sympathetic and weak. She disguised herself as a feeble, old 
merchant woman. (EVIL QUEEN throws on a wig and a hooded 
cloak and puts a bag of apples on her hip at her belt.)

BOB:  And then the Evil Queen knocked on the door.
EVIL QUEEN:  (Mimes knocking.) Knock, knock!
SNOW WHITE:  (ENTERS the Playing Area.) Who’s there?
EVIL QUEEN:  Owls.
SNOW WHITE:  Owls who?
EVIL QUEEN:  You can say that again! (SOUND EFFECT:  RIMSHOT.)
BOB:  (Laughs hysterically.) But wait! There’s more!
SNOW WHITE:  Very funny. Now, seriously, who’s there?
EVIL QUEEN:  Ivana.
SNOW WHITE:  Ivana who?
EVIL QUEEN:  Ivana come in! Open the door already! (SOUND EFFECT:  

RIMSHOT. BOB laughs.)
SNOW WHITE:  You’re not really Ivana, are you? Who’s out there?
EVIL QUEEN:  Orange.
SNOW WHITE:  Orange who?
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EVIL QUEEN:  Orange you gonna let me in? (SOUND EFFECT:  RIMSHOT. 
BOB laughs.)

HOWDY:  But this weren’t no laughin’ matter. (EXTRA PLAYERS throw 
cowboy hats to SNOW WHITE and EVIL QUEEN.) Fer that’s when the 
old crone strolled in like she owned the place.

EVIL QUEEN:  (Busts in the “door” and strides in like an old-fashioned 
gunslinger. As she takes a step or two into the room, SOUND EFFECT:  
SPURS RATTLE. EVIL QUEEN looks around angrily, then.) I’m lookin’ 
fer the person in charge.

HOWDY:  And seein’ as we dwarves were out workin’ the mines and 
had left Snow White to look after the place…

SNOW WHITE:  That’s me. I’m in charge here. (EVIL QUEEN turns her 
gaze to SNOW WHITE. They stare each other down. One of them 
might spit.) What’s it to ya?

EVIL QUEEN:  Let’s just say I got a score t’ settle. (SHOWDOWN MUSIC 
STING plays. [SOUND NOTE:  Something like an ominous guitar 
twang, the rattle of maracas, or any similar effects you might hear in 
an old spaghetti Western showdown. This effects may be repeated 
throughout the following showdown sequence as desired.] What we 
end up with is classic western standoff.)

HOWDY:  That made Snow White just a mite nervous.
SNOW WHITE:  (Stands her ground.) We don’t want no trouble here. 

Just what kinda score you reckon t’ settle?
EVIL QUEEN:  An apple score.
SNOW WHITE:  An apple’s core?
EVIL QUEEN:  Nah, an apple score.
SNOW WHITE:  (Squints, a bit confused.) S’what I said, ain’t it?
EVIL QUEEN:  Naw. It ain’t. (They stare each other down again.) See, I 

got these apples fer sale. (Taps the bag of apples at her hip.) Best 
apples this side o’ the Misserssippi. The best apples any a soul 
ever did see, ya foller?

SNOW WHITE:  I foller.
EVIL QUEEN:  An’ no one ain’t never taken a’likin’ to any o’ the apples 

I sell.
SNOW WHITE:  They ain’t? Well, that’s a dern shame! I ain’t never had 

no apple I didn’t take a likin’ to! Seems downright hard to believe 
that anyone might’ve turned down a good apple.

EVIL QUEEN:  ’Ceptin’ they have, ma’am, beggin’ yer pardon. But I 
mean to finally show ’em all the error of their ways, so t’speak. I 
got here with me the finest, most succulentiest apple that there 
ever was. Just one taste an’ you’ll agree.
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SNOW WHITE:  Well’n, if it’s apple-tastin’ you want, it’s apple tastin’ 
you’ll get. Lay it on me, sister! Do yer worst!

HOWDY:  And so, the queen took ten paces… (EVIL QUEEN does so.) 
…turned and stared the princess down… (Does so.)

ROWDY:  (Yells.) Draw!
HOWDY:  And quicker’n lightnin’, she tossed that there apple over 

to Snow White. (EVIL QUEEN “draws” the apple from her hip and 
tosses it over to SNOW WHITE.)

HEIDI:  What happened next?
HOWDY:  Well’n. That there princess proved herself to be just as quick 

on the draw as that there evil queen right there. She took a bite o’ 
that there apple quicker’n you could say Ol’ Susanna!

ROWDY:  (Yells.) Ol’ Suuu— (But SNOW WHITE takes a bite of the apple 
before ROWDY can say it.) Aw, man!

HOWDY:  Told ya so!
HEIDI:  Okay. So what happened next?
WEEPY:  The apple was poisoned! Remember?
HEIDI:  Oh. Right. So then… what happened next?
WEEPY:  Only the most awful and tragic thing you could possibly 

imagine! Snow White, our friend, our princess, our hero, the fairest 
of them all… (SNOW WHITE does a dramatic death scene, falling 
onto the bed and letting the apple fall right beside her.) …died!

HOWDY:  Right then and there. (EVIL QUEEN laughs an evil laugh and 
EXITS.)

HEIDI:  You mean… she died? As in… she was really dead? (DWARVES 
continue ala The Wizard of Oz.)

NERDY:  Oh, yes. She was certainly dead. When we returned, I must 
aver, I thoroughly examined her. And she was not only merely dead, 
but…

WORDY:  Tragically…
WEEPY:  Dramatically…
ROWDY:  Physically…
BOB:  No-jokingly…
CREEPY:  Mysteriously…
HOWDY:  Darn tootin’ly!
NERDY:  Really most sincerely dead. (DWARVES lower their heads for 

the fallen SNOW WHITE.)
HEIDI:  Oh, my! Oh, my. (Pulls out a tissue and blots her tears.) I never 

realized what a tear-jerker this story was before.
WEEPY:  Oh! It is! It’s just dreadful! But you must remember… the 

story isn’t over yet. There’s still hope.
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HEIDI:  There is? How can there be hope in a time like this?
WEEPY:  Oh, there’s hope! There’s always hope! (DWARVES nod in 

agreement.) Just wait! You’ll see!
HEIDI:  Mmmkay… when we come back… well… I guess there’s always 

hope! Here’s to hoping for the best. Right after these messages! 
(APPLAUSE GUY! CHEESY TALK SHOW THEME MUSIC.)

End of Scene Five

—Commercial Break Five—

Scene Six
CHEESY TALK SHOW THEME MUSIC PLAYS. APPLAUSE GUY! SNOW 
WHITE lies on a bed.
HEIDI:  And we’re back! (To DWARVES.) So… When we last left our 

story… (Takes a serious tone. Perhaps, she blots some more tears.) 
…Poor Snow White was dead, is that right?

HOWDY:  Darn tootin’!
HEIDI:  And you’re certain she was… you know…
CREEPY:  Without question. We saw it for ourselves. We laid out the 

crime scene and everything! (TWO PLAYERS ENTER as CRIME SCENE 
INVESTIGATOR DWARVES. [NOTE:  ADDITIONAL PLAYERS may be used 
to roll out crime scene tape, take photos, mark evidence, etc.])

CSI DWARF ONE:  Time of death?
CSI DWARF TWO:  Ten-hundred hours. Roughly.
CSI DWARF ONE:  (Takes the note in a notepad.) Cause of death?
CSI DWARF TWO:  Apple. (Places a numbered evidence marker down 

next to the spot where the apple lies. Takes a photo.)
CSI DWARF ONE:  (Looks up from the notes.) Apple?
CSI DWARF TWO:  Sorry. Strike that. Make it… poisoned apple. 

(Carefully places the apple in a plastic evidence baggie.)
CSI DWARF ONE:  I see. (Makes a note of it.) Victim?
CSI DWARF TWO:  The fairest of them all.
CSI DWARF ONE:  And that is…?
CSI DWARF TWO:  The princess.
CSI DWARF ONE:  Her name please. For the official record.
CSI DWARF TWO:  Of course, of course. It’s Snow White.
CSI DWARF ONE:  (Looks up from the notes, shocked, overdramatic.) 

No! It can’t be!
CSI DWARF TWO:  It’s true.
CSI DWARF ONE:  (Clearly rattled by the news, removes hat.) Oh my. 

Ahem. (Forcing a calm demeanor and business as usual, notates 
the name.) Perpetrator?
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CSI DWARF TWO:  Unknown.
CSI DWARF ONE:  No suspects?
CSI DWARF TWO:  Well, the evil stepmother is always a good lead, 

but we have no evidence to connect her to the crime. At this time, 
there are no clear suspects.

WEEPY:  But who-dun-it didn’t really matter. For at that very moment, 
in pranced the handsome prince. (PLAYER ENTERS as PRINCE.)

BOB:  (Laughs.) Oh, man! It was hilarious!
WEEPY:  Ahem. No. It was romantic.
BOB:  Are you kidding me now?! The prince is a total goofball.
WEEPY:  Let them judge for themselves I guess.
PRINCE:  (Leaps ON.) Good day, peasants! (PLAYERS playing CSI 

DWARVES now toss aside their CSI costume pieces to become 
regular DWARVES.)

WEEPY:  Finally, Snow White’s prince had come!
PRINCE:  I’ve come to rescue a princess in distress.
DWARF ONE:  Well, you’re too late, I’m afraid.
PRINCE:  Too late? That’s impossible! I always arrive just in time to 

save the day and conveniently make everything happily ever after. 
(Poses and smiles.)

BOB:  See? Goofball.
WEEPY:  Still handsome. And heroic. But the dwarves were right. It 

was too late. The princess was lost.
DWARF TWO:  Sorry, princey, but the princess is beyond saving. You’re 

too late.
WEEPY:  But the handsome prince would not give up hope so easily. 

He tried every romantic, heroic thing he could think of.
PRINCE:  Nonsense! She’s just sleeping! Perhaps a true love’s kiss 

will break this curse. (Leans in to kiss her. Nothing happens. [NOTE:  
Actual kissing not required. Prince can blow a kiss or kiss his hand 
and touch her cheek or some other silliness.])

DWARVES:  Told you so!
WEEPY:  But still, the valiant prince refused to give up hope.
PRINCE:  All right. Perhaps this glass slipper, which I found glued to 

the palace stairs, will awaken her. (Pulls out a slipper and places 
it upon SNOW WHITE’S foot.) A perfect fit! (Smiles joyously, but… 
nothing happens.)

WEEPY:  The prince became distraught. Nothing he could do would 
revive the fallen princess. But still, he never gave up hope.

PRINCE:  I know! I know!
DWARF ONE:  What?
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PRINCE:  I know how to save her.
DWARF TWO:  What do you mean?
PRINCE:  The pea! The pea, of course! The princess must be sleeping 

upon a pea! Help me find it. (While PLAYER DWARVES ad-lib “A pea?” 
“Is he serious?” etc., PRINCE dives into the mattress, flipping it and 
SNOW WHITE aside. Upon being thrown onto the floor, SNOW WHITE 
begins to cough. PRINCE, paying no attention to SNOW WHITE, finds 
the “pea.”) Aha! Here it is! The pea! This is what was causing the 
princess to sleep so soundly!

DWARF ONE:  Pea? I’m not so sure that’s what it was.
DWARF TWO:  Yeah, me neither. What is that anyway?
PRINCE:  (Holds up a tiny object, triumphantly.) The pea!
DWARF TWO:  (Looks closer.) No. No. That’s just a bit of balled up fluff. 

Like a… a…
DWARF ONE:  Probably just a dust bunny.
DWARF TWO:  Or belly button lint.
DWARF ONE:  Yes. Yes. Could be that, too. (DWARVES EXIT.)
SNOW WHITE:  (Coughs up a bit of apple.) Where on earth did that 

come from?!
PRINCE:  (Runs to her and proudly holds up the tiny object, whatever it 

really is.) From underneath your mattress, milady!
SNOW WHITE:  That’s not what I meant. Now that I think of it, I know 

exactly where this came from. (Holds up the bit of apple and 
examines it, angrily.)

PRINCE:  (Tosses the belly lint, or whatever, aside, not caring.) Who 
cares where it came from?! The bottom line is that, against all 
odds, I have saved you from a cruel death, my love!

WEEPY:  (Excitement builds.) And so… the handsome and charming 
prince got down on one knee…

PRINCE:  (Does so.) Thus, it seems our stars have aligned, bringing us 
together…

WEEPY:  Pulled out his grandmother’s engagement ring…
PRINCE:  (Does so.) …bringing us together as husband and wife.
WEEPY:  And proposed.
PRINCE:  Please say you’ll marry me!
HEIDI:  (Stands up and proclaims, excitedly.) And they all lived happily 

ever after!
WEEPY:  (Surprised.) Whoa, whoa, whoa! Excuse me?
HEIDI:  (Once again, excitedly, romantically.) They all lived happily ever 

after!
WEEPY:  (Surprised.) Um… no… Sorry. That’s not the end of our story.
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HEIDI:  Wait! What? Isn’t that how it all ends?
WEEPY:  Um… no…
HEIDI:  But you’re the romantic dwarf.
WEEPY:  Yeah. So?
HEIDI:  You mean to tell me she didn’t say yes?
WEEPY:  Um… yeah! Why would she marry some random prince who 

she’d never met before? That’s not romantic! That’s creepy!
CREEPY:  Yeah! Real creepy!
HEIDI:  But… but… he was a prince!
WEEPY:  And?
HEIDI:  And? And… I mean, he was handsome and charming!
WEEPY:  And?
HEIDI:  (Totally lost.) Ugh! I mean, didn’t he sweep her off her feet and 

ride off into the sunset?
WEEPY:  No. How is that romantic? They barely know one another!
HEIDI:  Didn’t she marry the prince?!
WEEPY:  No.
HEIDI:  But… But… What about true love? What about the happy 

ending? How can a fairy tale end without a wedding?!
WEEPY:  Oh. We’ll get to that. This story has true love, a happy ending 

and a wedding! Otherwise, why would I even care?
HEIDI:  And what about the evil queen? What happened to her and the 

kingdom Snow White left behind?
ROWDY:  Oh. She’ll take care of that part, too! Oh, man, does she ever 

take care of that queen! (Does some intense fight moves, then.) It’s 
a pretty awesome ending.

HOWDY:  Well…
HEIDI:  Well what?
CREEPY:  Shall we…?
HEIDI:  Shall we what?
HOWDY:  Tell the ending… just like it really happened.
WORDY:  As it was and as it shall be remembered for all eternity.
CREEPY:  The ending to Snow White’s story, the one that no one has 

ever heard before. Full of twists. Full of secrets. Full of mystery…
NERDY:  Yes. The way it really, truly happened.
WORDY:  Yes. We should. We shall. We must! All the greatest poets 

seek truth through beauty. Isn’t that what this tale of the most 
beautiful of them all is really all about?

BOB:  Um, yeah. Sure. But all joking aside, we’ve got to tell it like it is. 
Who are we trying to fool anyway?
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ROWDY:  I say we tell the ending just like it really happened. After all, 
it is pretty awesome. Right?

CREEPY:  Yeah! And mysterious…
ROWDY:  Yeah?
WEEPY:  Yeah! And romantic…
ROWDY:  Yeah?!
BOB:  Yeah! And hilarious, too…
ROWDY:  And awesome! So shall we get to the awesome ending? The 

way it really happened?
NERDY:  Yeah!
ROWDY:  Yeah?!
OTHER DWARFS:  YEAH!
ROWDY:  Awesome! Let’s do this! ’Kay, so, here it goes. Take it away, 

Weepy.
WEEPY:  So… as I was saying… the handsome and charming 

prince got down on one knee… (PRINCE does so.) …Pulled out 
his grandmother’s engagement ring… (PRINCE does so.) …and 
proposed.

PRINCE:  Please say you’ll marry me!
REAL SNOW WHITE:  (ENTERS Playing Area.) Excuse me. (ALL turn 

their attention to REAL SNOW WHITE. No one was expecting her to 
show up.)

PRINCE:  Oh, come on! Let’s get on with it! All this kneeling is hurting 
my knees. I’m not used to kneeling!

REAL SNOW WHITE:  (To PRINCE.) Put a sock in it!
HEIDI:  (Clearly improvising.) Ladies and gentleman, please welcome… 

a surprise guest… the one and only… princess Snow White!
NERDY:  (Correcting her.) Ahem. It’s, um, Her Majesty, or Queen Snow 

White now!
HEIDI:  Right. (To AUDIENCE.) Her Majesty the Queen… the real Snow 

White, everyone!
REAL SNOW WHITE:  What’s going on here? (Looks at PLAYER who 

plays SNOW WHITE. They are dressed identically.) Who are you? 
What’s with the getup?

SNOW WHITE:  Oh! Hi! Um… this? (Indicates her attire. Nervous.) Oh, 
yes. This. This is nothing. I’m not a princess in real life. I just play 
one on TV. (Awkward beat. Smiles, hoping to brighten the mood.) 
But I love your work!

REAL SNOW WHITE:  (Turns to DWARVES.) And what are you guys doing 
here?

NERDY:  We’re telling your story.
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REAL SNOW WHITE:  Why?
NERDY:  (At a loss.) Um… uh… (Shrugs.) …Inquiring minds want to 

know?
HEIDI:  I’ll tell you why. Because it’s romantic… (WEEPY nods 

emphatically at this, as does each of the OTHER DWARVES as 
appropriate to their character as she goes on.) …funny, mysterious, 
poetic, folksy, and true.

ROWDY:  And awesome! Don’t forget awesome!
HEIDI:  It is. Why, it’s the tale of the century!
REAL SNOW WHITE:  Very well. But that’s not what I meant. What I 

meant was… why are the seven of you telling my story? I should 
be the one telling it.

HOWDY:  Aw, shucks! But we were having such a doggone good time 
telling it!

REAL SNOW WHITE:  Very well. You can help me, but as long as I have 
a say!

HEIDI:  As you wish, Your Majesty! As you wish! (Yells, demandingly.) 
Someone get the queen a chair! (To REAL SNOW WHITE.) Oh, wait! 
Unless you prefer a throne, that is, Your Majesty.

REAL SNOW WHITE:  Not at all. Any old chair will do.
HEIDI:  Oh, my! It’s true! She really is the fairest of them all!
NERDY:  Of course she is! (PLAYER or CREW MEMBER quickly brings 

out an extra chair for REAL SNOW WHITE.)
REAL SNOW WHITE:  Thank you. (Sits.) Now what do I do?
HEIDI:  Just tell your story, sister. But, um… No offense or anything, 

Your Highness, but if you could keep it brief, that’d be great. We’re 
already over time!

HOWDY:  Oh, what’s the rush?
NERDY:  Surely you want the ending to be told properly.
HEIDI:  No. Seriously. We have to hurry this up!
ROWDY:  Not a problem, Heidi. We can do this. There’s a lotta story 

left to tell, but if you say we gotta tell it fast, we can tell it fast. (To 
SNOW WHITE.) Take it away, princess! (The following, all the way to 
the slow-motion sequence, is performed as quickly as possible. The 
fun of this is that, now that the audience has become accustomed 
to the ever-changing genres, we get to see the story from all the 
dwarves’ perspectives, played out in a furiously fast manner. Really, 
the faster you can move these last few moments, then all the better.)

REAL SNOW WHITE:  Very well, thank you. Now… where were we?
WEEPY:  So… once again… as I was saying… the handsome and 

charming prince got down on one knee… (PRINCE does so 
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begrudgingly.) …Pulled out his grandmother’s engagement ring… 
(PRINCE does so, rolling his eyes.) …and proposed.

PRINCE:  (To SNOW WHITE, annoyed.) Will you marry me?
REAL SNOW WHITE:  Oh, but I never had any—! Ahem. I mean… Snow 

White never had any intention of marrying that prince. After all, 
she’d only just met him!

ROWDY:  Yeah! Ew! Gross! Amiright?! Amiright?!
SNOW WHITE:  (To PRINCE.) Um… ew… no, thank you. I mean, thank 

you for saving me and all. That was very kind of you, but… No. 
I cannot marry you. After all, we’ve only just met. I can’t marry 
someone I just met!

PRINCE:  Of course you can! This is a fairy tale!
SNOW WHITE:  And that’s not my happy ending!
WEEPY:  It simply wasn’t true love.
SNOW WHITE:  I’m really sorry, but my heart belongs to another.
ROWDY:  So Snow White high-tailed it out of there!
SNOW WHITE:  Um… later! (Runs OUT.)
PRINCE:  (Complains.) Awww! But what about me?
ALL:  Take a hike! (PRINCE’S jaw drops in shock, but realizing this isn’t 

his story, he gives up and leaves… still defiant.)
REAL SNOW WHITE:  And then I made my way directly to the castle to 

face the queen.
CREEPY:  But she couldn’t just barge in the place with all the Queen’s 

guards. She had to go incognito. (SNOW WHITE marches back IN. 
She holds a finger above her upper lip. On this finger, she has drawn 
[or attached] a fake moustache.)

NERDY:  She fooled the guards and made her way into the castle. 
But she arrived there only to learn that her evil stepmother had 
imprisoned the huntsman. (EVIL QUEEN pulls IN HUNTSMAN, who 
is in bonds. MAGIC MIRROR follows them IN.)

REAL SNOW WHITE:  That’s right. He was to be put to death that very 
afternoon.

HEIDI:  Oh, my! Did she save him?
OTHERS:  Shhh!
NERDY:  We’re running out of time, remember?
HEIDI:  Oh, yes! Continue, continue!
REAL SNOW WHITE:  I knew I just had to get in there and save him. 

So I knocked on the door…
BOB:  You bet she did!
SNOW WHITE:  (Mimes, knocking.) Knock, knock!
EVIL QUEEN:  Who’s there?
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SNOW WHITE:  The fair.
EVIL QUEEN:  Fair? We’re not having a fair. Who’s there, I say?!
SNOW WHITE:  The fair.
EVIL QUEEN:  That makes no sense at all. Seriously, who names their 

kid The Fair? I’ll ask you once again… who’s there?
SNOW WHITE:  The fair.
EVIL QUEEN:  (Frustrated.) All right, fine. The Fair who?
SNOW WHITE:  (Mimes kicking in the door.) The fairest of them all! 

(EVIL QUEEN is shocked, then readies to fight. SNOW WHITE does as 
well. They are a few paces from one another in a standoff. Twangy 
WESTERN SHOWDOWN MUSIC plays.)

HOWDY:  There they was. Just the princess and that there wicked 
queen.

EVIL QUEEN:  (Takes a step forward.) So you still think you’re the fairest 
of them all, do you?

HOWDY:  But Snow White weren’t afraid of nothin’!
SNOW WHITE:  That’s right I do.
EVIL QUEEN:  But you gotta ask yourself one question… “Do I feel 

lucky?” Well, do you, princess?!
SNOW WHITE:  Yer darn right, I do. (EVIL QUEEN attacks SNOW WHITE. 

They struggle for a bit.)
ROWDY:  The queen rushed Snow White and they fought. And that’s 

when Snow White, totally outsmarted the evil queen!
SNOW WHITE:  (Points.) Look! A Tyrannosaurus Rex! (EVIL QUEEN looks 

away. SNOW WHITE rushes to HUNTSMAN and releases him from 
his bonds.)

ROWDY:  (Makes a fist.) Yes! Yes, yes, yes! Nothing beats the T-Rex 
maneuver!

REAL SNOW WHITE:  I was able to release huntsman, but the queen 
called for her guards.

EVIL QUEEN:  (Rushes and speak into MAGIC MIRROR.) Guards! 
Guards! Intruder! Intruder in the castle! (GUARDS rush INTO the 
Playing Area and fight SNOW WHITE and HUNTSMAN. Crazy fun fight 
scene!)

ROWDY:  The guards rushed Snow White and the Huntsman, but the 
two friends held off the attack the best they could. It was an epic 
battle! One for the ages! And when it looked as though all hope 
was lost—

EVIL QUEEN:  (As the fighting causes SNOW WHITE to get closer and 
closer to the MAGIC MIRROR.) No! No! Stay away from there! Get 
away from that mirror! (SNOW WHITE bumps into MAGIC MIRROR 
and the fighting action immediately changes into EXTREME SLOW 
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MOTION as MAGIC MIRROR begins to fall to the floor and everyone 
reacts.)

WORDY:  (Calmly narrates as the PLAYERS continue the SLOW MOTION 
SEQUENCE.) It is often writ that time stops for no man, but in 
this chance encounter between a fair princess and an enchanted 
mirror, time slowed to a near halt. As the reflecting glass brimmed 
upon its footing, teetering and tottering, tottering and teetering, 
the queen—with a nervous dread—swayed with it, to and fro, fro 
and to. For the mirror was a symbol of the queen’s great power, and 
as it slowly fell upon the cold earth, she knew that her kingdom fell 
with it. (MAGIC MIRROR falls and “breaks.” SOUND EFFECT:  GLASS/
MIRROR SHATTERING as MAGIC MIRROR performs a dramatic 
death scene. [NOTE:  Resume a normal pace from here to the end.])

EVIL QUEEN:  (Screams.) Noooo! (GUARDS shake their heads, as if 
waking from a spell.)

REAL SNOW WHITE:  And that’s all it took to defeat the evil queen!
NERDY:  But it wasn’t quite over yet.
EVIL QUEEN:  (To GUARDS.) What are you doing? Don’t just stand 

there! Get them!
CREEPY:  But the mirror was broken, you see. The guards had been 

cursed by it all this time, held captive by the power evil queen’s 
mirror. Once the mirror was broken, the dark curse had been lifted.

NERDY:  And their true loyalties remained with the true heir to the 
throne.

GUARDS:  (Kneel at SNOW WHITE’S feet.) My princess!
GUARD ONE:  We serve you and you alone.
GUARD TWO:  You truly are the fairest of them all!
EVIL QUEEN:  What? No! No! This isn’t how it’s supposed to end. I’m 

the fairest of them all! I’m the fairest.
HUNTSMAN:  (Grabs the EVIL QUEEN.) Hush, you!
REAL SNOW WHITE:  There was only one thing to be done about that.
SNOW WHITE:  (To GUARDS.) Take her away. She will live alone and 

forgotten in exile. (GUARDS bow and take EVIL QUEEN OFF.)
EVIL QUEEN:  (As they go.) Oh, you just wait and see! Just wait and 

see! I’ll get you, my pretty! And your little hunting man, too! (They’re 
OFF.)

SNOW WHITE:  (Rushes to HUNTSMAN.) You were great!
HUNTSMAN:  No. You… you were REALLY great! How’d you learn to 

fight like that?
SNOW WHITE:  (Plays coy.) Oh. A little hunting man told me! (HUNTSMAN 

smiles. SNOW WHITE smiles. They embrace.)
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WEEPY:  (Ecstatic.) It was true love! (OTHER PLAYERS ENTER and play 
out the remaining scenes, crowning SNOW WHITE, getting them 
ready for the wedding with veil and flowers, etc. It plays very quickly. 
[NOTE:  MAGIC MIRROR can quickly EXIT here.])

CREEPY:  No one knows what happened to the evil queen, for she was 
never heard from again.

NERDY:  Snow White was crowned as queen the very next day.
WORDY:  In a bit of poetic justice, the Huntsman, who was to be 

executed that day, was given the honor of placing the crown upon 
her head. (PLAYERS bow as HUNTSMAN does so.)

HOWDY:  She went on to become the most fairest queen you ever 
done seen! (SNOW WHITE rises and curtsies to the other PLAYERS.)

BOB:  And the funniest!
SNOW WHITE:  (Rises from her curtsey, turns to the HUNTSMAN and 

honks his nose.) Honk! (PLAYERS and HUNTSMAN laugh.)
WEEPY:  And not long after that, she and the huntsman were wed. 

(WEDDING MARCH plays, SNOW WHITE and HUNTSMAN walk 
DOWNSTAGE as if “walking the aisle.” WEEPY cries.) Oh! Oh, my 
goodness! How romantic! Oh, I just love a good wedding!

ROWDY:  And after the wedding, they had the most rockin’ party the 
kingdom had ever seen! (ROCK MUSIC plays and all the PLAYERS 
dance.)

DWARVES/REAL SNOW WHITE:  And we all lived happily ever after! 
(APPLAUSE GUY comes out with his sign. PLAYERS bow as the 
LIGHTS FADE to BLACK. [NOTE:  This bow is the TV show bow. Entire 
company should perform a true curtain call after the lights out cue.])

END OF PLAY

CURTAIN CALL
[NOTE:  It would be fun to continue this TV show theme into the 
CURTAIN CALL. ANNOUNCER can announce each actor as they enter 
for their final bow. “Ladies and gentlemen, your Fairytale Players!” 
“Give it up for Bob, the clownish Dwarf!” “And the fairest of them all, 
Snow White!” etc. Of course, Announcer and Applause Guy should be 
acknowledged, too, but most importantly, have fun with this and enjoy 
it! You’ve earned it!]
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PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES ONSTAGE
Eight chairs, one nicer and cushier than the others.

PROPERTIES BROUGHT ON
Microphone, notes (ANNOUNCER)
“Applause” sign (APPLAUSE GUY)
Note cards, tissue (HEIDI)

PLAYING AREA PROPERTIES
Chairs, table, bench, and a small bed are needed in the Playing Area. 
If you have the room, these items can be onstage the entire time. 
Otherwise, they can be brought on and off as needed. In addition 
to that, the following properties and minimal costume pieces are 
suggested in the script to be used by the PLAYERS. Feel free to add or 
cut props and costume pieces as needed for your production.

To make everything move smoothly, it’s best if the PLAYERS wear all 
black and throw on hats and accessories to assume each character 
they may play during the show, a lot like a fast-paced improv comedy 
show. All of these props and costume pieces should be kept freely 
accessible in the Playing Area, perhaps on a table or in a trunk. If not 
kept onstage, any of these may also be tossed on to the PLAYERS by 
anyone offstage.

Baby bump
Sewing supplies
Snow props
Swaddled baby
Rice
Two pageant sashes
Mirror frame
Crown
Flowers
Stick horses
Bow and arrow
Knife
Sticks
Antlers
Giant eyeball
Fuzzy hoodie
Sherlock hat
Magnifying glass
Moriarty hat
Hillbilly hats

Union hat
Confederacy hat
Swords
Kilts
Foam bats
Blonde wig
Hardhat
Goggles
Fedora
Sunglasses
Apron
Rags
Apple
Vial
Cauldron
Oar
Jug marked poison
Salt shaker
Fruit hat
Colorful scarf
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Tall white wig
Jeweled masquerade mask
Zorro mask
Phantom of the Opera mask
Wig of long gray hair
Hooded cloak
Bag of apples that can be worn on hip
Cowboy hats
Crime scene tape
Cameras
Numbered evidence markers
Notepad
Plastic evidence bag
…and any others that might come in handy and add to the fun!

COSTUMES
The DWARVES should each be costumed to suit their personality.
CREEPY should be in a trench coat and fedora and dark sunglasses.
HOWDY wears overalls, plaid shirt, and a straw hat.
WEEPY wears an attractive dress. If played by a male actor, a tuxedo 

with a rose on the pocket.
WORDY wears Renaissance-style attire.
ROWDY is costumed like a rock star.
NERDY should look professorial in a fine suit or a skirt suit with 

glasses.
BOB should wear a mixture of bright colors, and perhaps a red clown 

nose.
HEIDI and ANNOUNCER wear the professional attire of hosts.
APPLAUSE GUY is dressed as a crew person in all black.

SOUND EFFECTS
Baby cry, thunder, longer thunder, raging thunder, scary forest sounds, 
kitchen timer ding, rimshot, spurs rattling, mirror/glass shattering.

MUSIC
Cheesy Talk Show Theme Music, wedding march, trail ride music, 
western showdown music stings, rock music.

FLEXIBLE CASTING
This show has plenty of roles to go around and can be performed with 
a very large cast, allowing a role for just about everyone who wants to 
join the fun.

Glass slipper
Fake moustache
Piece of apple
Engagement Ring
Rope bonds
Crown
Veil
Flowers
Splint
Checks
Basket full of candies
Stool
Hair extension
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But if a smaller cast is desired, it can be done. All that you need to 
do is double roles, keep costuming minimal and rehearse enough so 
that your small group of Fairytale Players can play many roles and 
be fast on their feet. With that in mind, this show can realistically be 
cast with as few as 15 actors:  SEVEN DWARVES, SIX PLAYERS, HEIDI 
and ANNOUNCER (NOTE:  One of the PLAYERS would double as REAL 
SNOW WHITE). This is true even if using the commercials scripted 
below. To do this, PLAYERS will have to play multiple roles, including 
the commercial roles. Here’s one way to do this with a cast of 15:

DWARVES, HEIDI and ANNOUNCER are not doubled.
APPLAUSE GUY can be removed and replaced with an applause 

sound effect.
PLAYER ONE plays Snow White and Igor. In the commercials, plays 

Red Riding Hood.
PLAYER TWO plays Evil Queen, Witch and Baby Bear. In the 

commercials, plays Baby Bear with a quick change to Ugly 
Duckling, and Model.

PLAYER THREE plays Huntsman, Papa Bear and a CSI dwarf. In 
the commercials, plays Rumpelstiltskin and Papa Bear with a 
quick change to Hansel.

PLAYER FOUR plays Snow White’s Mother, Dwarf Stand-In and 
Real Snow White. In the commercials, plays Sleeping Beauty, 
Cinder Sella and Rapunzel.

PLAYER FIVE plays King, Big Bad Wolf, all the beasts mentioned 
(Stag, Boogeyman, Banshee, Cyclops, T-Rex, Sasquatch, and 
Ogre), Goldilocks, Prince and the Evil Queen’s Guard (which 
will have to become just one guard).

PLAYER SIX plays Magic Mirror, Troll, Mama Bear and a CSI dwarf. 
In the commercials, plays Mama Bear with a quick change to 
Gretel, and Prince.

This is one of many ways to cast the show. For more information 
regarding who is in each scene and showing a clearer picture of parts 
that can be doubled, see the CHARACTER/SCENE BREAKDOWN in the 
Director’s Book.

The casting options are also extremely flexible in terms of the gender 
of the roles. Each dwarf role has been written so that it can be played 
as either male or female. Simple changes in their names and the 
pronouns used to refer to them are all that’s needed for this change. 
Snow White, Evil Queen and Huntsman are really the only roles that 
must be played by and as a specific gender. All other roles maybe 
changed to the opposite gender or played by the opposite gender as 
desired, and perhaps even intentionally played by the opposing gender 
for additional humor.
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NOTES ON THE COMMERCIALS

These commercials may be used in any order. Any of them could also 
be replaced by commercials of your own. If the running time of your 
show is a concern, they may also be cut completely and the scene 
transitions be rewritten so that there are no commercial breaks. There 
is also one more commercial script than is needed for the commercial 
breaks, so, again, feel free to cut it or throw it in as a bonus.

With minimal costuming, these roles can be played by the actors in 
your group of PLAYERS. They may also be played by an extra group of 
performers or even pre-recorded and presented as a video.

Also, it could be fun to put ads for these fictional businesses in your 
program for the show. Just another way to add to all the fun! Plus, 
you could always sell ads to real area businesses in your program, 
too! An easy way to make a little extra money for your amazing drama 
program. What you are doing for your community through your drama 
department is extremely important. Local businesses are willing to 
support that.

SCRIPTS FOR COMMERCIALS

—Big Bad Wolf’s House Flipping—
PLAYER ENTERS as BIG BAD WOLF.
BIG BAD WOLF:  Hi! I’m B.B. Wolf, and you don’t know it yet, but I hold 

the keys to your happily ever after. Are you ready to change your 
fortune? Are you ready to exchange those rags for riches? You 
need to be in the house flipping market, and I’m here to show you 
how. With my techniques, you’ll be huffing and puffing your way to 
house flipping riches in no time! That’s right! My simple ten-step 
process will give you all the tools you need to start turning over 
properties left and right. Sign up for our upcoming seminar at 
bigbadhouseflippers.com and learn how you too can start flipping 
houses!

—Rumpelstiltskin’s Gold Emporium—
PLAYER ENTERS as RUMPELSTILTSKIN.
RUMPELSTILTSKIN:  (A la a fast-talking salesperson.) Hey there! I’m 

Rump L. Stiltskin for Rumpelstiltskin’s Gold Emporium. In today’s 
weakening economy, you need to own gold to protect yourself and 
your family from economic hardship. Don’t lose all your hard-earned 
investments to falling markets. Protect them by buying gold. Wise 
investors are buying my gold at such record rates, it’s a good 
thing I have plenty of gold to go around. At Rumpelstiltskin’s Gold 
Emporium, we have so much gold, you’d think I could spin straw 
into gold. And you’d be right! I have so much gold, we’re practically 
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giving it away! You heard that right. We’re not just giving it away, 
we’re practically giving it away! Come in to one of our locations 
today and for just the low, low price of your firstborn child, you can 
be in the gold market before you can say, “Rumpelstiltskin!” So 
come on down to Rumpelstiltskin’s Gold Emporium and let’s make 
a deal! Oh, and don’t forget to bring the kids!

—Granny, Midas and Hood Law Firm—
THREE PLAYERS ENTER wearing bear ears.
PAPA BEAR:  (Weeps.) Someone ate my porridge.
MAMA BEAR:  (Weeps.) Someone ate my porridge.
BABY BEAR:  (Whines.) Someone ate my porridge… (More dramatic.) 

…and it’s all gone!
PAPA BEAR:  (Angry.) Someone sat in my chair.
MAMA BEAR:  (Angry.) Someone sat in my chair!
BABY BEAR:  (Angrier.) Someone sat in my chair! And broke it to 

pieces! (BEARS EXIT. [NOTE:  If doubling for a small cast, BEARS 
may need to simply do a quick and easy costume change on stage 
to become characters appearing later in this scene.])

RED RIDING HOOD:  (ENTERS.) Have you been victimized, injured on 
the job, or otherwise wronged by the cruel acts of others? I’m Little 
Red Riding Hood of the law firm, Granny, Midas, and Hood, and 
we’re on your side. We’re here to get you the compensation you 
need for all your unhappily-ever-afters.

SLEEPING BEAUTY:  (ENTERS, yawning, then holds up her finger, which 
is heavily splinted.) While princessing the kingdom, I pricked my 
finger on the job and fell into a hundred-year slumber. (Holds up a 
check.) Luckily, the law firm of Granny, Midas, and Hood got me the 
compensation I need for MY lost time on the job. (EXITS.)

HANSEL:  (ENTERS with GRETEL.) When my sister and I were kidnapped 
and nearly eaten by an awful witch, Granny, Midas and Hood were 
there to save the day!

GRETEL:  (Holds up a check.) They got us a settlement so big, now 
we can buy a gingerbread house of our very own! (HANSEL and 
GRETEL EXIT.)

UGLY DUCKLING:  (ENTERS.) I got tired of everyone calling me an ugly 
duckling, so I went to Granny, Midas, and Hood for help. (Holds up 
a check.) They filed a defamation and libel suit on my behalf and 
made everyone who slandered my name pay the price for their 
wrongdoings! (EXITS.)

RED RIDING HOOD:  If you’ve been wronged, Granny, Midas, and Hood 
will work for you.
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ANNOUNCER:  Granny, Midas, and Hood. They’ll get you your cash, 
whether you deserve it or not.

—Jack Sprat’s Amazing No-Fat Weight-Loss Plan—
JACK SPRAT ENTERS holding a basket full of candies. He speaks 
hyperactively and excitedly, while nervously running his hands through 
the candy. He’s clearly on a sugar rush.
JACK SPRAT:  Hi there! I’m Jack Sprat. Who’s that you say? Now, 

come on, I know you know who I am. I’m the guy who could eat 
no fat. Seriously, you must have heard of me. (Changes to a sing-
song tone, performing the rhyme.) Jack Sprat could eat no fat…? 
Yeah. That’s me. And the old saying is true. I never eat fat! (Does 
a sequence of several fancy hand motions indicating “none.”) Zero! 
Nada! Zilch! Not a single bit of it. Saturated fat? (Does a karate 
chop.) Heeya! Trans fats? (Does another.) Booyah! Bacon? Are you 
kidding me? And I’m here today to share with you my Amazing, No-
Fat Weight-Loss Program! That’s right, folks. With my Amazing, No-
Fat Weight-Loss Program, you too can enjoy a life without fat. Oh 
yeah! And you’re gonna enjoy this weight-loss plan more than any 
other you’ve tried in the past, because on my one-of-a-kind system, 
you get to enjoy sweet, sugary goodness to your little heart’s 
content! That’s right! Candy all the time! “How does it work?” you 
might ask. Well, I’ll tell you. Most candies contain little to no fat! 
(Does his fancy hand motions again.) Zero! Nada! Zilch! So on my 
Amazing, No-Fat Weight-Loss plan, you can eat all the candy you 
want! That means you can eat candy every day! Now how’s that for 
a weight-loss plan everyone can get behind? Amiright or amiright? 
In fact, I eat candy all day every day, and just look at how lean I 
am! (Poses to show off his physique, but he’s extremely jittery and 
shaky from all the sugar and can barely hold still.) So if you want 
to look like this… (Poses again, shakes and jitters some more.) …
all you have to do is pick up the phone and make one short call to 
buy my secret book of sugary recipes, full of sweet tricks and tips 
that will show you how you can eat nothing but candy and still lose 
weight! Act now, and I’ll throw in a bonus book, The Witch’s Guide 
to Candy Architecture, a landmark publication on how you can live 
in a weight-loss paradise! That’s right! You can eat candy every day 
and still lose weight! Don’t miss this out on this once in a lifetime 
opportunity! Act now! Operators are standing by. (As ANNOUNCER 
continues, JACK SPRAT starts eating candy like a mad man.)

ANNOUNCER:  (Serious tone.) You should consult your doctor before 
considering any weight-loss plan. Jack Sprat’s Amazing No-Fat 
Weight-Loss program could cause serious and some fatal side 
effects, including shakes, jitters, excessive smiling, hallucinations, 
hyperactive disorders, lack of focus, lack of teeth, lack of limbs and 
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quite possibly prolonged, excruciating death. This advertisement 
has been brought to you by our local sponsors, and in no way 
reflects the views of this station.

—Cinder Sella’s Automotive—
PLAYER ENTERS as CINDER SELLA.
ANNOUNCER:  (In an echoing voice-filter throughout the following, if 

possible.) Sunday! Sunday! Sunday! Blowout prices on all new and 
used carriages! This Sunday only at the Cinder Sella Automotive’s 
Magical Sales Extravaganza!

CINDER SELLA:  This Sunday only, get this late model, town-n-country 
style carriage, sale-priced at only 80 gold pieces!

ANNOUNCER:  Hurry! Hurry! Hurry!
CINDER SELLA:  Hurry on in for one of our turn-of-the-century models 

with two, four, all the way up to six horsepower! Starting at only 
60 gold coins!

ANNOUNCER:  Don’t wait! These magical prices won’t last long!
CINDER SELLA:  That’s right. These prices won’t last long. In fact, the 

magic disappears precisely at the stroke of midnight! So hurry 
on over for our Magical Sales Extravaganza only at Cinder Sella’s 
Automotive, where we make your new and used carriage dreams 
come true!

—Rapunzel’s Incredible Hair Extensions—
A PLAYER, playing MODEL, ENTERS the Playing Area. A stool with 
various hair care products has been set up.
ANNOUNCER:  Tired of those same-old, tired hair care products that 

never work? (MODEL sprays her hair, curls her hair, etc., but is 
frustrated.) Has the Hair Club for Princesses completely let you 
down? (MODEL pouts and nods.) Why fuss with all those other 
methods when you could have hair like this?

RAPUNZEL:  (ENTERS.) Hi. I’m Rapunzel. Now, you may know me as 
the girl who has amazing hair, but just like any girl, I have a few 
tricks up my sleeve to keep me looking this amazing.

ANNOUNCER:  Introducing Rapunzel’s Incredible Hair Extensions!
RAPUNZEL:  (Removes her extra long hair extensions and places them 

on MODEL.) With just one simple click, you could have hair worthy 
of a princess!

MODEL:  (Suddenly excited.) With Rapunzel’s Incredible Hair Extensions, 
now I can really let my hair down!

PRINCE:  (Leaps ON.) Well, hello, milady! (Winks and smiles. MODEL 
turns to RAPUNZEL and thanks her profusely. Then, she locks arms 
with PRINCE and they prance OFF.)
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RAPUNZEL:  So go ahead, girls. Let your hair down! (Smiles and EXITS.)
ANNOUNCER:  Rapunzel’s Incredible Hair Extensions! Call for yours 

today! 1-800-WOW-HAIR. That’s 1-800-WOW-HAIR. Also available 
at participating mall kiosks!
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Thank you for reading this E-view. 
This E-view script from Pioneer Drama Service will stay 
permanently in your Pioneer Library, so you can view it 
whenever you log in on our website. Please feel free to save it 
as a pdf document to your computer if you wish to share it via 
email with colleagues assisting you with your show selection.

To produce this show, you can order scripts for your cast and 
crew and arrange for performance royalties via our website or 
by phone, fax, or mail.

If you’d like advice on other plays or musicals to read, our 
customer service representatives are happy to assist you when 
you call 800.333.7262 during normal business hours. 

Thank you for your interest in our plays and musicals. 

www.pioneerdrama.com

800.333.7262
Outside of North America 303.779.4035 
Fax 303.779.4315

PO Box 4267
Englewood, CO  80155-4267

We’re here to help!



DRAMA WITHOUT THE DRAMA
Words on a page are just words on a page. It takes people to turn them into plays and musicals. At Pioneer, we want 
the thrill of the applause to stay with you forever, no matter which side of the curtain you’re on. Everything we do is 
designed to give you the best experience possible:

WHy PIOnEER:

Maintain control of your casting. 
We know you can’t always control who auditions. Take advantage of our many shows that indicate flexible casting and switch 

the genders of your roles without restrictions. And with Pioneer, you also get access to scripts that were written for the entire 

cast, not just a star lead performer like so many other mainstream musicals and plays.

adapt and custoMize.
Pioneer helps you manage the number of roles in your production. We indicate where doubling is possible for a 
smaller cast, as well as provide suggestions where extras are possible to allow for additional actors. Both options will 
help you tailor your play for your specific cast size, not the other way around.

Be original.
Get access to fresh, new musicals that will let your actors develop their characters instead of mimicking the same 
personalities we see on stage year after year. 

take advantage of our teaching tools.
Pioneer’s CD Sets include two high quality, studio-produced discs – one with lyrics so your students can learn by ear, 
the other without so they can rehearse and perform without an accompanist or pit band. You can even burn a copy of 
the vocal CD for each cast member without worrying about copyright laws. And with payment of your royalty, you have 
permission to use the karaoke CD in your actual production.

it’s like having an assistant.
Use our Director’s Books and benefit from professional features designed by and 
for directors. Line counts, scene breakdowns, cues and notes – you’ll love our 
spiral-bound, 8½” x 11” books with the full script only on one side of the page to 
leave plenty of room for your own notes.

videotaping? We’d Be disappointed if you didn’t!
With Pioneer, you’ll never have to worry about videotaping your production 
and posting it on YouTube. In fact, we encourage it. We understand that your 
production is about your performers, not our script. Make the experience the 
best it can be, take pictures and videos, and share them with the community. We 
always love seeing our scripts come to life.


